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ABSTRACT
CONFIDENCE FACTOR ASSIGNMENT TO TRANSLATION TEMPLATES
Zeynep Orhan
M.S. in Computer Engineering and Information Science 
Supervisor: Asst. Prof. Ilyas Çiçekli 
September, 1998
TTL {Translation Template Learner) algorithm learns lexical level correspondences between 
two translation examples by using analogical reasoning. The sentences used as translation ex­
amples have similar and different parts in the source language which must correspond to the 
similar and different parts in the target language. Therefore, these correspondences are learned 
as translation templates. The learned translation templates are used in the translation of other 
sentences. However, we need to assign confidence factors to these translation templates to order 
translation results with respect to previously assigned confidence factors. This thesis proposes 
a method for assigning confidence factors to translation templates learned by the TTL algo­
rithm. In this process, each template is assigned a confidence factor according to the statistical 
information obtained from training data. Furthermore, some template combinations are also 
assigned confidence factors in order to eliminate certain combinations resulting bad translation.
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ÖZET
ÇEVİRİ KALIPLARINA GÜVEN FAKTÖRÜ ATANMASI
Zeynep Orhan
Bilgisayar ve Enformatik Mühendisliği Bölümü, Yüksek Lisans 
Tez Yöneticisi: Yrd. Doç. Dr. Ilyas Çiçekli 
Eylül, 1998
Çeviri Kalıpları Öğrenicisi (ÇKÖ) algoritması iki çeviri örneği arasındaki yapısal seviyedeki uy­
gunlukları analojik muhakemeyle öğrenir. Çeviri örneğinde kullanılan cümlelerin hedef dildeki 
benzer ve ayrı kısımlara karşılık gelmesi gereken kaynak dilde bulunan benzer ve ayrı kısımları 
olmalıdır. Bu yüzden bu uygunluklar çeviri kalıpları olarak öğrenilir. Öğrenilen çeviri kalıpları 
diğer cümlelerin çevirisinde kullanılır. Bununla beraber, daha önce elde edilmiş olan güven 
faktörlerini dikkate alarak çeviri neticelerini sıralamak için bu çeviri kalıplarına güven faktörleri 
vermemiz gerekir. Bu tez ÇKÖ algoritması ile öğrenilen çeviri kalıplarına güven faktörleri ver­
mek için bir algoritma ortaya koymaktadır. Bu işlemde her kalıba eğitme örneklerinden elde 
edilen istatistiksel bilgiye göre bir güven faktörü verilmiştir. Ayrıca, kötü çeviriye yol açacak 
belli kombinasyonları elemek için bazı kalıp kombinasyonlarına da güven faktörleri verilmiştir.
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Chapter 1
Machine Translation
1.1 G eneral Inform ation
The term machine translation (MT) is the general name for any system which uses an electronic 
computer to transform a text in one language (SL, for source language), into some kind of text 
in another natural language (TL, for target language), ([45]). The related term machine-aided 
translation means the mechanized aids for translation. Terms like mechanical translation or 
automatic translation can also be seen in the literature.
Another definition for machine translation can be described by the following phrase [73]:
Feed a text in one language into a computer and, using a computer program, produce 
a text in another language such that the meaning of the TL text is the same as the 
meaning of the SL text.
The description above is a very simple one which can even be easily understood by someone 
who does not know much about the linguistics. However, machine translation is not a simple 
task and many issues must be considered by related people (e.g. the customers, governments, 
international organizations, industrial and other corporations, designers and implementors of 
MT systems). These issues can be summarized as follows:
• Can the input of the system be any arbitrary text? Or in other words, should we restrict 
the domain of the input text?
• Is it really necessary to preserve the form of the source language text in addition to the 
meaning during translation? If it is, is it an attainable objective?
• Can the system be scaled? (i.e. Can the number of source and target languages be 
increased easily after developing it for a given pair of languages?)
• Can the system be adjusted for diiTerent subject domains after developing it for a certain 
subject domain?
1
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• What are the constraints over the translation? (speech, electronic, texts, etc.)
• How can the quality of the system be determined? What are the core criteria for evalu­
ating such systems?
• How can the economic and scientific value of the MT systems be determined?
• What should be done when an MT system fails to produce an adequate translation? 
Should the system signal a complete failure or will the results that are close to the target 
be displayed? If the latter solution is chosen, what will be the criteria in selecting the 
closest target?
Performance type and functionality of a machine translation system are the important selection 
criteria. The performance type must be considered, because the user needs vary in a wide range. 
User wants translations within hours for informal papers, such as working documents, notes or 
letters. Users will expect a translation within days for research papers or commercial reports, 
for instructions or other technical documents. More formal descriptions like annual reports, 
proceedings or official company materials should be available within weeks. Only translations 
for books may be allowed to extend for years. These performance types are tied to quality 
characteristics and acceptance criteria of users: the faster the system has to work, the more 
the user will accept minor quality.
Functionality of an MT system refers what the system does for its user? In other words 
whether it is a machine aided translation (MAT), machine translation (MT), or machine in­
terpreting (MI) system. Looking more closely to the functional types of translations, we can 
divide MT systems into two categories: MT systems in which the quality requirements are high 
and low. In the former category the quality requirement is high since:
• in most cases the reader is unknown to the writer cind
• the text contains exactly the information to be shared with the reader,
whereas in the latter category the amount of information to be extracted is dependent on the 
specific interest of the reader, which may vary between to kno w what it is about and what exactly 
does the author mean?
Machine translation is a composite field. Science and engineering, basic research and de­
velopment, computer science, linguistics, artificial intelligence, and software engineering are 
some of the fields that are related to machine translation. Issues like grammar theory, lex­
icon, semantics, pragmatics, discourse, parsing, semantic interpretation and generation, and 
acquisition are some of the concepts that must be considered in a MT system. Additionally, 
operational tools, such as language analyzers and generators, are necessary in order to build 
functional and robust systems.
Machine translation has become a famous area for the last 50 years. The major goal 
is to have commercial machine translation systems, therefore, several paradigms have been 
developed. MT is a very promising area and successful MT systems seem to be highly profitable
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due to the increasing demand, so research goes on with an increasing interest for producing 
translation of greater accuracy.
There are many reasons for the development of the machine translation systems, since in 
the modern world of century, translation among languages becomes a vital issue from 
economic, sociological and political perspectives. These reasons were summarized by [45] as 
follows:
• People from various fields and different disciplines have to read documents and communi­
cate in languages they do not know. In addition to this, the volume of the material that 
has to be translated is increasing day by day and the number of the human translators is 
not sufficient to cope with this.
• Many researchers have been motivated by idealism for promotion of international coop­
eration and peace, transferring technology to the developing or poor countries, etc.
• It is an important fact for military and intelligence contexts.
• There are pure research reasons, such as studying the basic mechanisms of language and 
mind, exploiting the power of the computer and finding its limitations.
• Other simple commercial and economic motives.
At certain periods, some of these reasons are more dominant than the others. The cold war 
between United States and Russia caused much governmental and military support for Russian- 
English translation. Translation among European languages became an important requirement 
after the unification of Europe, therefore researches on translation systems within the languages 
of the community were encouraged. English alone did not suifice the needs of the USA and 
Japan whose economies highly rely on the export markets in a large number of languages.
There are now operational systems in a number of large translation agencies. Computers 
are being widely used for producing readable translations for people of various fields. And there 
is a growing interest in machine translation within the artificial intelligence community in the 
United States, Japan and other parts of the world. Nowadays, the potential market of machine 
translation is very high and growing rapidly day by day. It seems to preserve its increasing 
trend in the future. There is a huge need for massive, and inexpensive translation because of 
the reasons explained above. So, the development of the fully automated machine translation, 
or machine-aided translation systems gained a big importance for many computational linguists 
and computer scientists.
A brief survey about the fundamental developments and the periods in machine translation 
history supports the hopes about the future of machine translation
1.2 B rief H istory o f M achine Translation
Although we do not know exactly who first had the idea of machine translation, it can be 
accepted that the actual development of MT has begun by a conversation between Andrew D.
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Booth and Warren Weaver of The Rockefeller Foundation in 1947, or more specifically we can 
take the starting time of MT as a note written by Weaver in 1949 to the Rockefeller Foundation 
which included the following two sentences:
I have a text in front of me which is written in Russian but I am going to pretend 
that it is really written in English and that has been coded in some strange symbols.
All I  need to do is to strip off the code in order to retrieve the information contained 
in the text
He established an interesting analogy between translation and decoding. In decoding there 
is a one-for-one substitution process and the output is unique. However, translation is a more 
complex job. Thus, Weaver proposed another sophisticated view  ^ ([5]). Although these ideas 
are strange, the note mentioned above gained a significant amount of interest and research 
yielding a large number of research groups in 1950s.
However, disappointments and doubts by some funding authorities were observed due to 
the problems faced during these researches. These doubts were emphasized in the report which 
the US National Academy of Sciences commissioned in 1964. They set up the Automatic Lan­
guage Processing Advisory Committee (ALPAC) to report on the MT of those days. ALP AC 
report, which is very famous in machine translation history, was very pessimistic about machine 
translation. This pessimism caused US government to stop supporting MT. The report basi­
cally pointed out that there was no need for machine translation, and there was no prospect of 
successful MT. These ideas discouraged many people who were working in this field. Although 
MT systems could not achieve the idea of Fully Automated High Quality Machine Ti*anslation 
(FAHQMT), the partial successes of MT, (like the considerable amount of time gained which 
can be achieved by automating the draft translation stage of high volume systems), is real and 
could not be ignored completely.
After the ALPAC report many researches had been given up, and MT in the following ten 
years is supported only by small marginal sponsors. There were still some other groups working 
on MT systems in the world, like TAUM group who developed МЕТЕО system in Canada (see
[48], [11]), groups in USSR, GETA group in Grenoble (see [10], [103]) and SUSY (see [62]) 
group in Saarbrücken, etc.
Towards the late 1970s MT began to gain its old fame, especially after the Commission of 
the European Communities (CEC) purchasing the English-French version of SYSTRAN (see 
[84], [111]) system, and Russian-English system which was used by USAF and NASA. CEC also 
supported the development of French- English and Italian-English version. In addition to these, 
CEC also contributed to the set up of the EUROTRA (see [55], [56], [108]) project which was an 
improvement of the GETA and SUSY groups. This project was really the largest project of those
^Weaver described an analogy of individuals in tall closed towers who com m unicate (badly) by sliouting to 
each other. However, the towers have a com m on foundation and basement·. Here com m unication is easy: Thus 
it may be true that the way to translate . . .  is not to attem pt the direct l oiite, shouting from tower to tower. 
Perhaps the way is to descend, from each language, down to the com m on base of hum an com m unication, the 
reell but as yet undiscovered universal language
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days in natural language processing. The other important projects that worth mentioning were 
the SPAN AM Spanish-English MT system by Pan American Health Organization (РАНО), 
METAL system which was funded by United States Air Force, and the МЕТЕО system which 
was built on the work of TAUM group. In those days it was also observed that Japanese had 
an increasing interest in MT. The MT researches in Japan concentrated on building working, 
commercial systems and this led to the development of many MT systems in Japan which were 
funded by both private and public sectors.
MT has begun to gain the attention it deserved after the late 1970s and this increasing 
trend continued until our time despite the pessimistic ALPAC report. Now, MT is a recognized 
international scientific field with a worldwide community of researchers.
MT is becoming a major topic in the computer science and it seems to have an increasing 
trend in the future [72]. It is obvious that, the greater the internalization of commercial activity, 
the greater the need for MT systems will be. As Hutchins [47] foresees:
li is reasonable to predict that in another twenty years MT and/or MAT in various 
forms and packages will be normal and accepted facilities in nearly every office and 
laboratory.
It can also be hoped that the theory and standards of MT will be developed by the progress 
in the field. Despite the less amount of progress in MT up to now, it is a promising area of the 
future.
In summary, it is appropriate to divide the development of MT into five evolutionary periods. 
The first period lies between the end of the Second World War and the mid 1950s. The second 
period lasted up to ALPAC report in mid-1960s. In these periods MT research was highly 
encouraged by US government and military. In the third period MT research had slowed down 
by the efifect of ALPAC report and the researches had only concentrated on indirect systems. 
The fourth period started in mid-1970s with the interests of CEC, Soviet Union and Japan in 
MT. Finally the last period extends from 1980s to today. We ol)serve a bursting interest and 
many activities in this period and these indicates that we can expect a promising future for 
MT research.
1.3 T he A pproaches in M achine Translation
This section identifies several strategies that are affective in current and past MT researches. 
Direct, transfer, interlingua or knowledge-based, and corpus-based MT strategies will be dis­
cussed in the following sections.
1.3.1 Direct MT
Direct MT systems are specifically designed for a certain SL and TL pair. The main idea behind 
these kinds of systems is that translation of the SL sentences can be done by a light parse (i.e. 
the simplest parse), replacing SL words with their TL equivalents by a single dictionary look up
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procedure, and then roughly rearranging their order to suit the rules of the TL. These systems 
depend on well-developed dictionaries, morphological analysis, and text-processing software 
instead of linguistic theories and syntactic structures [101]. The basics of direct MT is given 
in Figure 1.1. The majority of the MT systems between 1950s and 1960s were based on this 
approach. Typical examples developed were the ones by Univ(n*sity of Washington and IBM, 
GAT of Georgetown, Harvard, Wayne State University, and etc.
SL-TL 
dictionaries 
and grammars
Figure 1.1: Direct Machine Translation
We can summarize some of the important design features of this approach as follows:
• Simple parsing of the input sentences for the successful operation of the transformation 
rules are needed. Only a few incomplete pieces of information about the structure of some 
of the phrases in a sentence are found, instead of getting a full and complete parse for 
the whole thing.
• The size of the grammar is very restricted. Therefore, it would not be able to decide for 
many input sentences whether it is grammatically acceptable.
• Other types of MT systems construct much more abstract and deep representations than 
direct MT systems
• These systems have some knowledge of the comparative grammar of two languages.
• They have no independent grammar and linguistic knowledge for TL, it uses the trans­
formation rules rather than using a grammar for TL.
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• They are highly robust especially for inputs which contain unknown words or unknown 
grammatical constructions.
• They can produce output that is simply unacceptable in the target language
• There are many different rules interacting in many different ways, so these systems are 
hard to understand, extend or modify.
• They are designed with translation in one direction and between one pair of languages. 
Therefore, they are not suitable for the development of multi-lingual systems
Probably the most famous example of a direct MT system is SYSTRAN [46], [106].
1.3.2 Transfer MT
Direct MT systems have many disadvantages, so they did not survive for a long time. As a 
consequence of the inadequateness of direct MT systems, new strategies were developed by the 
researchers. Ti*ansfer strategy is one of them. There are three fundamental steps in transfer 
systems. In the first step, SL text is converted to an internal abstract representation, then in the 
second step this internal structure of the SL text is transferred (both lexically and structurally) 
into corresponding TL representation or TL abstract and internal structure. Finally, TL text is 
produced from this structure in the third step. The model of this process is shown in Figure 1.2.
Figure 1.2: Transfer Machine Translation
The level of the transfer changes from system to system related to the representation used. 
In the transfer stage generally there is a bilingual component, which is specific to a certain SL- 
TL pair and this complicates the task for multi-lingual environments. As a consequence, the
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level of the transfer and relative weights of monolingual and bilingual parts play an important 
role in the improvement of the system for multilingual environments. The deeper the parsing 
towards more abstract levels of representations, the less the complexity will be. Figure 1.3 
shows the level of complexity in representation. The deeper the representations used, the 
smaller the comparative grammar that is required to translate between two languages. As the 
representations become more abstract, (going through the top of the figure), there are fewer 
differences in SL and TL representations. This means that it will be easier to relate these 
representations. TRANSFER-i in Figure 1.3 shows the level of abstraction. TRANSFER-i 
uses more abstract representations than TRANSFER-(i+l). The level of representation where 
the target and source languages are identical and where no comparative grammar is needed is 
called interlingua shown as TRANSFER-0 level in Figure 1.3. In this level, the input of the 
target language synthesis component is the representations produced by the source language 
analysis component. There is no abstraction at the bottom level, and the size of the comparative 
grammar is maximum.
TRANSFER - 0
INTERLINGUA
Depth
of
Analysis
Size of comparative grammar languages LI and L2
Figure 1.3: Variants of the transfer model of machine translation. SD is source dictionary, TD 
target dictionary, BTD is bilingual transfer dictionary.
There are various aspects of transfer MT systems which can be summarized as follows:
Interm ediate representations in transfer: According to the intermediate structure
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used, there is always a tradeoff between the level of abstractness and the complexity of 
the transfer. Problems of complex rule interaction as observed in the direct systems can 
occur. If the degree of interaction between rules are limited, then the number of facts 
that have to be stated will be less, and it will be both natural and economic in terms of 
effort involved. However, it increases the number of rules that must be applied.
♦ Reversibility: lYansfer rules could be reversible in principle and this property seems to 
be advantageous, since the number of the transfer components will be halved. However, 
reversible transfer rules are not always possible, or desirable.
♦ Well-formedness: It is necessary to have well- formed TL structures as the output of 
the second step in transfer MT, so that we can obtain a useful and meaningful output from 
the synthesis of this structure. But, in order to achieve this goal, the transfer components 
can become rather complex.
♦ Instructions for synthesis: Some systems require extra information to be produced in 
the TL structure which will be used in synthesis phase, and this puts additional complex­
ities to the transfer system.
♦ Choosing between possible translations: There may be more than one or none 
output produced by the transfer systems, which are not necessarily all correct, for SL 
inputs. Then the system must select the best answer or produce a nearly correct answer, 
or produce nothing. Then the system must find methods for the sequence of the rules 
that will be applied, or scoring the outputs in some way.
♦ Declarative or procedural processing: It will also be decided whether the system 
will be declarative or procedural, i.e. whether the order of the things to be done will 
affect the result. If it will not, then the system will be easy to understand, and modify. 
However, it will be more efficient to apply the most likely rules early or block some rules 
that will produce nonsense results.
The well-known transfer MT systems are GETA [103] in Grenoble, and SUSY [63] in 
Saarbrücken. Other transfer systems include the following: ARIANE by [102], MU (the 
Japanese National Project) [70], METAL [93], and [8], ETAP-2 [3], LMT [64], EUROTRA
[6], [26], and [27], CAT-2 [92], MIMO [7], MIMO-2 [79], ELU [31]. Several of these systems are 
discussed in detail in [46].
1.3.3 Interlingua MT
Interlingua approach assumes that it is possible to convert an SL text into an internal structure 
which is common to more than one language. Its goal is to develop a universal representation 
which does not depend on a specific language. This goal can be achieved by using a deep 
analysis so that the need for transfer from SL to TL will be diminished. This means that the
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output of the analysis stage will be directly the input of the synthesis. The operation of these 
kinds of systems are shown in Figure 1.4.
The advantage of these kinds of systems is their appropriateness for multilingual environ­
ments. In other words, it is easier to extend an interlingua MT system by adding new languages 
than to extend the transfer system. An empirical comparison between transfer and interlin­
gua MT systems shows that if the number of SL and TL are 0(7?.), we need 0(7?. )^ transfer 
components for transfer approach, on the other hand we need 0(7?) components for interlingua 
systems. They are good for domains where the set of concepts and vocabulary is settled down.
However, there are many problems with interlingua MT systems. Producing a language 
independent representation means that we will use language independent representation of the 
words and the structures. Thus, it is necessary to find a way of distinction for the inputs which 
have the same words or structures but have different meanings or emphasis. The vocabulary 
selection is another important problem in these systems. Designer must consider whether an 
arbitrary language will be selected for conceptualization of the interlingua or all the possible 
distinctions among the languages will be considered. The first one may be inadequate for 
representation, and the latter one can be too complicated and the vocabulary size may increase 
too much. Other than these, interlingua may lead to extra work which is unnecessary due to 
the properties of the languages in the system.
Among interlingua systems , the following are noteworthy: Rosetta [60], [61], KBMT [36], 
[37]. Chapter 6 of [46] is recommended for an overview. One interlingua approach that has
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not been mentioned here is the one that uses a human language as the interlingua. The best 
known example of this is DLT, which uses Esperanto, see [91] and Chapter 17 of [46].
The properties of transfer and interlingua MT systems can be summarized as follows:
• The output will be more grammatical than the direct systems, since there is a partial 
grammar.
• Ti*anslation quality will be more reliable than for direct MT systems.
• It is relatively easy to extend the system, since the languages are separated into separate 
modules.
• Unusual input sentences will crash the transfer and interlingua systems due to grammar 
used.
• The grammars which are hand-crafted are not complete and they may not cover the 
complexity of the real world grammars, so there will be some complicated grammatical 
input sentences that the system fails to recognize.
Knowledge-Based machine translation (KBMT) is a typical derivation of interlingua approach. 
KBMT requires functionally (i.e. the meaning representation should be sufficient for transla­
tion, rather than sufficient for total understanding) complete understanding of the meaning of 
the SL text for a successful, high quality translation. It is a rule-based system in which an 
extensive amount of semantic and pragmatic knowledge and reasoning about the concepts of 
the domain exist. Therefore, the development of the domain model is the vital issue in KBMT. 
The main duty of the domain model is to support full disambiguation of the text. In order to 
achieve this, it is necessary for every event concept in the domain, to specify what restrictions 
are placed on the argument constituents of the object concept or the fillers of the slots in the 
representation.
The general architecture of a typical KBMT system is similar to the interlingua systems as 
shown in Figure 1.4. First, the SL text is analyzed by some tools, by the help of the knowledge 
recorded in the SL grammar and lexicon, then, interlingua text is produced. The interlingua 
expressions are defined in a specially designed unambiguous textual-meaning representation 
language. Interlingua texts are hierarchical structures of clause-level representation units con­
nected through domain and textual relations from a predefined set ([73]). Then this interlingua 
text is passed to generator. Generator needs some additional components (e.g., text planner, 
lexical selection module, syntactic realizer etc.). Finally, generation is completed by using the 
TL grammar, lexicon and some other knowledge resources.
The advantages of KBMT systems are summarized in [73] as follows:
• KBMT systems are good for testing and devising new algorithms
• It is a comprehensive system, i.e. it is possible to test new components such as new 
parsers, generators etc.
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• The interface, components, and computing technology of KBMT systems can be used by 
other applications.
• The acquisition and maintenance of large knowledge-bases can be done by the ontological 
and domain knowledge of KBMT system
• They can serve as a basis for other natural language processing applications
KBMT systems seem to be attractive for MT, however, given the current state of linguistic 
knowledge, there are serious problems in building a robust, general purpose, high quality KBMT 
system. These problems and the increasing availability of raw materials in the form of on-line 
dictionaries, term banks and corpus resources have led to a number of new developments in 
recent years. These developments try to minimize the linguistic knowledge engineering problem 
or make it more tractable at least.
Developing appropriate large-scale grammatical and lexical resources, which causes many 
other subproblems, is one of the serious problem for the MT approaches mentioned up to 
now. The first related problem is simply the problem of scaling, i.e. the numbers of linguistic 
rules and lexical entries needed for FAHQMT for general purpose and specialized language 
usage. If all such information must be manually coded, the effort that must be spent, on this 
issue is awesome, although it can be assumed that our current state of linguistic knowledge is 
sophisticated enough.
Another serious issue concerns the difficulties of manipulating and managing such knowledge 
within a working system. It is possible to develop a wide natural language processing system 
by adding new rules, (that are too specific to deal with certain cases), when new problems are 
faced during the lifetime of the system. Then the system can solve those problems, however, it 
soon becomes difficult to understand, upgrade and maintain. Another disadvantage of adding 
these specific rules is the degradation in performance due to the interaction with other rules. 
In order to avoid these kinds of problems up to a certain level, it is necessary to restrict the 
use of special devices as much as possible. It is also very important to ensure that different 
grammar writers adopt essentially the same or consistent approaches and document everything 
they do in detail.
The quality and the level of linguistic details are other problems related to this subject. 
This problem shows up in a number of different areas, most notably in discriminating between 
different senses of a word, but also in relating pronouns to their antecedents. An extremely 
radical approach to this problem is to try to do away with explicitly formulated linguistic 
knowledge completely. This extreme form of the statistical approach to MT is found in the 
work carried out by MT group at IBM Yorktown Heights.
As well as the various difficulties in developing linguistic resources, there are other issues 
which must be addressed in the development of a working MT system. •
• If a system is to be used on free text, then it must be robust. Being robust means:
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-  It must have mechanisms for dealing with unknown words and ill-formed output 
(simply answering ‘no’ and refusing to proceed would not be cooperative behavior).
-  In a similar way, it must have a way of dealing with unresolved ambiguities, 
Integration of core MT engines with some additional tools is necessary:
-  Spell checkers
-  Fail-safe routines for what to do when a word in the input is not in the dictionary
-  Preference mechanisms which chose an analysis in cases of true ambiguity
1.3.4 Corpus-Based MT
In the previous section, the feasibility of the rule-based approaches had been examined, the 
difficulties and disadvantages of building such a system are explained. These issues mentioned 
above and the increasing availability of large amounts of machine readable textual material 
have been seen by a number of research groups. These led to different MT architectures which 
apply relatively low-level statistical or pattern matching techniques. In such approaches, all 
the linguistic knowledge that is used by the system is derived empirically. In other words, the 
linguistic knowledge is obtained by examination of real texts, rather than encoding manually. 
There are two major approaches that worth mentioning under the corpus-ba.sed MT. They are 
example-based or analogy-based approach, and the statistical approach.
1.3.4.1 Example-Based Ti’anslation
Most of the MT systems have many problems like tractability, scalability and performance, 
because they generally assume a model of the translation which involves explicit mapping 
rules of various sorts. In the translation by analogy, or example-based approach, such mapping 
rules are eliminated by using a procedure which involves matching against stored example 
translations. It is relatively a new paradigm for finding a scalable machine translation system 
which overcomes the problems mentioned above. This approach was first proposed by Nagao 
[69]. Then, various models have been proposed ([88], [58], [105], [98],[51], [95], [17], [23]) and 
different issues are discussed ([49]).
The idea of translation by analogy principle by Nagao suggests that one can translate a 
sentence by using translation examples of similar sentences. He claims that current MT systems 
tend to have increasing limitations proportional to complex information included in the system 
to improve performance. This fact motivated him to propose a system in which this problem 
is solved. Therefore, it will be suitable to use a model, so called analogical thinking, which 
is similar to the human translation. The system proposed is explained by Nagao himself as 
follows:
Let us reflect about the mechanism of human translation of elementary sentences 
at the beginning of foreign language learning. A student memorizes the elementary
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English sentences with the corresponding Japanese sentences. The first stage is 
completely a drill of memorizing lots of similar sentences and words in English, and 
the corresponding Japanese. Here we have no translation theory at all to give to 
the student. He has to get the translation mechanism through his own instinct. He 
has to compare several English sentences with the corresponding Japanese. He has 
to guess, make inferences about the structure of sentences from a lot of examples.
Along the same line as this learning process, we shall start the consideration 
of our machine translation system, by giving lots of example sentences with their 
corresponding translations. The system must be able to recognize the similarity and 
the dilïerence of the given example sentences. Initially a pair of sentences are given, 
a simple English sentence and the corresponding Japanese sentence. The next step 
is to give another pair of sentences (English and Japanese) which is different from 
the first only by one word.
This word replacement operation is done one word at a time in the subject, 
object, and complement positions of a sentence with lots of different words. For 
each replacement someone should give the information to the system of whether the 
sentence is acceptable or non-acceptable. Then the system will obtain at least the 
following information from this experiment:
• Certain facts about the structure of a sentence
# Correspondence between English and Japanese words
It is also claimed that the human translation have three fundamental steps:
• Decomposing source language into certain fragments
• Translation of these phrases into target language by using analogy principle
• Combining the translated fragments to obtain the whole sentence
In order to adopt this model of translation, the EBMT systems have three fundamental steps:
• Finding the correspondence of units in a bilingual text
• Retrieving the best matches from previous translation examples
• Producing the translation of the given input by using these examples
The most important issue in the EBMT systems is the second step mentioned above, i.e. 
calculating how close the given input is to various stored example translations based on the 
distance of the input from the examples. This involves finding the Most Specific Common 
Abstraction for the input and the alternative translations and how likely the various translations 
are on the basis of frequency ratings for elements in the database of examples. Tliis means it is 
assumed that the database of examples is representative of the texts intended to be translated. 
Various strategies offered to find the best matches and similarity metrics. These strategies 
reported are classified ciccording to the text patterns they are applied to.
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The word-based paradigms compare individual words of the two sentences or use a semantic 
distance (0 < c? < 1) which is determined by most specific common abstraction (MSCA) 
obtained from a thesaurus abstraction hierarchy. When the word-based matching methods are 
concerned there are two important methods in the literature. Dynamic Programming-matching 
(DP-matching) method finds all possible matches by considering insertions, deletions, etc., and 
tries to find the optimum solution. On the other hand, length first method finds only the longest 
match. DP-matching by [58] uses single word as a unit of translation. However, this does not 
give a set of word matches equally divided along the whole sentence and can produce erroneous 
matches with isolated word match. The DP-matching method offered by [28] uses functional 
words or phrases, but the definition and the search of these do not always succeed. The length 
first method by [75] does not solve the problem of selecting the correct segment when multiple 
segments having the same length are equivalents.
The word-based methods are the most popular ones, but there are some other methods 
used in other systems. Watanabe [105] accepts a tree dependency structure of words in the 
.sentence as the input, but they can fail during the construction of these structures. Sumita 
[99] uses syntax-rule driven method. This approach tries to find the similarity at the .syntax 
level. This is the best approach offered as a translation proposal, especially if it is supported 
by lexical similarity. However, the complex task of syntactic analy.sis can decrease the time 
performance of these systems by a great amount. Sato [90] uses character-based method which 
can be helpful to capture certain characteristics of certain languages like Japanese. Finally, 
there are .some other systems which use hybrid methods.
In the traditional MT .systems, it is nece.ssary to encode various facts of translations into 
rules, which is a very hard, error-prone, and time consuming task. On the other hand, since the 
main source of knowledge in the EBMT systems is the collection of translation data, the need 
for encoding rules manually is eliminated. This is the major fact which makes EBMT .systems 
attractive, because writing rules is always more difficult than collecting translation examples. 
The quality of translation will improve incrementally as the example set becomes more complete, 
without the need to update and improve detailed grammatical and lexical descriptions. The 
accuracy of such a .system increases proportional to the size of the examples, since it is easier 
to abstract various phenomena in translation activities into large number of examples than 
small number of examples. However, it is obvious that the feasibility of the approach depends 
strictly on the collection of good data. Moreover, the approach can be (in principle) very 
efficient, since in the best ca.se there is no complex rule application to perform. All one has 
to do is to find the appropriate example and (.sometimes) calculate distances. However, there 
are some complications. For example, one problem arises when one has a number of different 
examples each of which matches part of the string, but where the parts they match overlap, 
and/or do not cover the whole string. In such cases, calculating the best match can involve 
considering a large number of po.ssibilities.
EBMT uses the available bilingual text resources from the previous human translations as 
its data. The.se raw data are statistically analyzed to obtain lexical and translation functions
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to avoid using pre-defined grammars. EBMT systems are more robust and scalable than the 
others. In addition to this, they are more promising for specific domains, due to their statistical 
grounding in past texts from that domain.
A pure example-based approach would use no grammar ruh?s at all, only example phrases. 
However, one could also imagine a role for some normal linguistic analysis, producing a standard 
linguistic representation. If, instead of being given in simple string form, examples were stated 
in terms of such representations, one would expect to be able to deal with many more variations 
in sentence pattern, and allow for a certain amount of restructuring in generation.
When all the pros and cons of the example-based and rule-based systems are considered, the 
best conclusion that can be inferred is that the real challenge lies in finding the best combination 
of techniques from each. Here one obvious possibility is to use traditional rule-based transfer 
as a fall back, to be used only if there is no complete example-based translation.
The EBMT paradigm is relatively a new approach, and it has still some problems that 
remained unsolved before the construction of a commercial and practical MT system. These 
systems can be made more efficient by using massively parallel computers, and the accuracy 
can be increased by integrating them with the traditional MT systems.
1.3.4.2 S tatistical MT
Statistical or mathematical machine translation is another corpus-based approach in MT re­
searches. These approaches to Natural Language Processing have gained a growing interest 
over the last few years in the research community. In machine translation literature, the term 
siatisiical approaches can be understood to refer to approaches which try to avoid explicitly 
formulating linguistic knowledge, or in other words to denote the application of statistically or 
probabilistically based techniques to parts of the MT task. Here, it will be better to describe 
a pure statistical-based approach to MT.
In this approach, techniques which have been highly successful in speech recognition is ap­
plied to MT. Therefore, the details require a reasonable amount of statistical sophistication, 
however, the basic idea can be grasped quite simply. Language m odel and transla tion  
m odel are the two key notions involved. The language model provides the probabilities for 
strings of words (in fact sentences), which can be denoted by Pr(S) (for a source sentence) and 
Pr{T) (for any given target sentence). The translation model also provides other probabilities, 
where Pr{T\S) is the conditional probability that a target sentence T will be obtained given 
that the input source sentence is S. The product of this and the probability of S itself, (i.e. 
Pr{S) X Pr{T\S) gives the probability of source-target pairs of sentences occurring. Then it 
is necessary to find out the probability of a source string occurring (i.e. Pr(S))). This can be 
decomposed into the probability of the first word, multiplied by the conditional probabilities 
of the succeeding words, as follows:
Pr{S) = Pr{sl) X Pr(s2 |sl) x Pr(.s3|6T, .s2),...
The conditional probability Pr(s2 |sl) means the probability that s2 will occur, given that si
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has occurred. The following example clarifies how these probabilities are used. The probability 
that am and are occur in a text might be approximately the same, but the probability of «??? 
occurring after /  is quite high, and it is a very rare case that I  is followed by are. Thus the 
probability of the latter case is lower than the former one. Considering more than two or three 
words will be computationally expensive, so to have an efficient and cheap system, in calculating 
these conditional probabilities, it is common practice to take into account only the preceding 
one (that is known as bigram  model) or two words (that is known as trig ram  model).
The requirements of such a system can be summarized as follows:
• The validity, usefulness or accuracy of the model will depend mainly on the size of the 
corpus, so to calculate these source language probabilities, in other words, to produce the 
source language model by estimating the parameters, a large amount of m onolingual 
da ta  is required.
• The parameters of the translation model can be specified by using a large bilingual 
aligned corpus.
The parameters which must be calculated from the bilingual sentence aligned corpus are 
then:
• The fertility probabilities for each source word (i.e. the likelihood of its translation cis one, 
two, three, etc., word(s) respectively)
• The word-pair or translation possibilities for each word in each language
• The set of distortion probabilities for each source and target position
With this information (which is extracted automatically from the corpus), the translation model 
can, for a given S, calculate Pr{T\S) (that is, the probability of T, given S). This is the 
essence of the approach to statistically-based MT, although the procedure is itself slightly more 
complicated in involving search through possible source language sentences for the one which 
maximizes Pr{S) x Pr{T\S)^ translation being essentially viewed as the problem of finding the 
S that is most probable given T {Pr(S\T)), i.e. one wants to maximize Pr(S\7') (probability 
of the source sentence being S given that the target translation sentence is T) Given that:
_  PrjS) X Pr(T\S)
Pr{T)
then one just needs to choose S that maximizes the product of Pr{S) and Pr{T\S).
The most popular work for statistical machine translation belongs to the researchers at 
IBM ([14, 12, 13]. The success of the statistics-based approaches in the speech recognition and 
parsing fields motivated these researchers for using similar methods in machine translation. 
Although, the main requirement of statistical MT systems is the huge corpus, there are rather 
few such resources. However, the research group at IBM had access to three million sentence 
pairs from the Canadian (French-English) Hansard (the official record of proceedings in the
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Canadian Parliament). Using a huge corpus of text in machine readable form like this one, 
the probability that any word in a sentence in source language corresponds to zero, one or two 
words in the target language is calculated. All possible translation of every single word with its 
probability is stored in a glossary of word equivalences. For example the translates as It with 
a probability of 0.610, as la with a probability of 0.178, etc.
These probabilities will be helpful in making up the words of the target text by combining 
them in various ways and selecting the result which have the highest-scoring combination. In 
the next step the order of these words must be found, and this can also be done by statistical 
methods (i.e. bigram or trigram models).
Results to date in terms of accuracy have not been overly impressive, with a 39 per cent 
rate of correct translation reported on a set of 100 short test sentences. Translations which 
were either completely correct or preserved the meaning of the real translations were 48 per 
cent. Although, this performance seems to be bad, many other systems does not have a better 
performance than this one. A defect of this approach is that morphologically related words are 
treated as completely separcite from each other, so that, for example, distributional information 
about sees cannot contribute to the calculation of parameters for see and saio^  etc. The near- 
miss cases occur due to the fact that the system does not use any linguistic information. The 
problems occur especially when the translation of the words depends on the other ones. The 
researchers attempt to remedy this defect by adding low level grammatical information to their 
system, moving in essence towards an analysis-transfer-synthesis model of statistically-based 
translation. They claim that this will greatly improve the quality of the translation, but it is 
obvious that this will not solve all the complex problems of the natural language processing. The 
currently reported success rate with 100 test sentences is quite respectable, 60 per cent. A major 
criticism of this move is of course precisely that linguistic information is being added piecemeal, 
without a real view of its appropriacy or completeness. Additionally, it is questionable that 
how far the approach Ccin be extended without further additions of explicit linguistic knowledge 
of grammar. Putting the matter more positively, it seems clear that there is a useful role for 
information about probabilities. However, the lower success rat(i for the ¡mre approach without 
any linguistic knowledge (less than 40 per cent) suggests that the real question is how one can 
best combine statistical and rule-based approaches.
The advantages and the disadvantages of statistical approaches can be summarized ¿is fol­
lows:
♦ In statistical approaches there is no role whatsoever for the explicit encoding of linguistic 
information, and thus the knowledge acquisition problem is solved.
♦ It is promising when used with some other approches. In other words hybrid systems 
which use statistical informations seem to be more successful.
• The usefulness of corpus resources depends very much on the state in which they ¿ire 
available to the researcher.
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• The purity of the data is very effective on the system. Corpus clean-up and especially 
the correction of errors is a time-consuming and expensive business.
• The general applicability of the method might be doubted, since it is heavily dependent 
on the availability of good quality bilingual or multilingual data in very large proportions, 
something which is currently lacking for most languages.
Considering all MT applications and approaches the following results are offered by [43]:
• MT applications called assimilation tasks: (Such as scan translations of foreign documents 
and newspapers, requires lower-quality, broad domains) primarily statistical approaches
• Dissemination tasks: (Such as translations of manuals and business letters, higher-quality, 
limited domains) primarily example-based technology
• Narrowband communication: (Such as e-mail translation, medium-quality) highly hy­
bridized technology.
For further reading in machine translation see the following sources: On knowledge-based MT 
see [37, 18, 68, 67, 73], and the special issue of the journal Machine lYanslation, [36]. For other 
types of rule-based systems see [2, 4, 52, 59, 32, 78, 100, 29, 82]. On the processing of corpora, 
and their use in linguistics generally, see [35], and [1]. For a review of more recent work along 
example-based MT see [96, 94, 33, 38, 65, 76, 77, 81, 82]. The pure statistical approach to MT 
is based on the work of a team at IBM, see [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 97, 30]. For general overviews 
and evaluations see ([41, 44, 53])
1.4 M achine Translation Today
Mclchine Ti'anslation at Center for Machine Ti*anslation at Carnegie Mellon University (CMT) 
is one of the important researches of today that worths mentioning. There are currently a 
number of active machine translation projects (see [107]) at the CMT such as:
DIPLOM AT: A speech-to-speech translation system between new language pairs, using MT 
techniques primarily developed during the Pangloss project. First test case: Serbo- 
Croatian/English.
JA N U S: A Speech-to-Speech Machine Translation system in multilingual environment. Pri­
marily using an interlingua based approach. The domain is restricted to conversations 
between travel agents and clients. Current set of languages includes English, German, 
Japanese, Korean, Italian and French by the help of other members of the C-STAR con­
sortium. System applications include an Interactive Video Ti‘anslation Station, a Portable 
Ti-anslator, and a Passive Dialog Interpreter.
KANT: A Knowledge-Based Machine Translation system for translating multilingual tech­
nical documents founded in 1989. Vocabulary and grammar is restricted to achieve very 
high accuracy in translation.
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PANGLOSS: A machine translation system by a collaboration of CMT at Carnegie Mellon 
University, the Computing Research Laboratory (CRL) at New Mexico State University, 
and Information Sciences Institute of the University of Southern California Translation 
of unrestricted texts from Spanish to English or (recently) Japanese to English. High 
quality is achieved by human assistance. The fully-automated statistical version achieves 
lower quality.
Recent activities at the CRL of New Mexico State University for developing robust large- 
scale machine-translation are as follows:
A rtw ork III: A machine translation system for translation of spoken dialogues. Models of 
the tcisk domain and conversational interaction are sought to provide robustness.
Corelli: Corelli tries to extend the capabilities of the Pangloss and Temple Ti*anslator’s Work­
station (TWS) from English and Spanish to include Arabic, Russian and Japanese. In 
particular, Corelli expands available on-line tools such as dictionary, and user glossary.
P ragm atics Based M achine Translation: The pragmatics of the translation process is 
the center of interest. Multiple translations of the same text are analyzed. The differences 
in the translations are used to establish a reasoning model.
There are many other MT related projects at CRL. Mikrokosmos (comprehensive semantic 
analysis of texts for knowledge-based machine translation), and Oleada/Cobola (user-centered 
multilingual language technology for teaching and machine aided human translation) are some 
of the MT related projects that continue at CRL.
The main goal of the machine translation research in the CLIP Laboratory in University of 
Maryland (UMIACS) is to investigate the applicability of a linguistic-based framework to the 
problem of large-scale and extendible interlingua machine translation. A prototype MT system 
(PRINCITRAN) for Arabic, English, Korean, and Spanish is currently developed. GAIJIN is 
recent example-based machine translation system from Dublin City University for English and 
German ([104]). ReVERb is another example-based machine translation system from Artificial 
Intelligence Lab in Trinity College Computer Science Department ([20], [21], [22], [23],[24], 
[25]). JAPANGLOSS developed at USC-ISI ([109]) uses statistics and linguistics. PROTEUS 
is an example-based machine translation system which is still under construction and it is being 
developed at New York University ([110]) for English and Spanish. CANDIDE is a statistical 
machine translation system built at IBM for English and French ([9]). Verbrnobil is a long­
term project of the Federal Ministry of Education, Science, Research and Technology (BMBF) 
[42]. National partners are about 7 industrial and 22 university institutes (including Siemens, 
Daimler-Benz, IBM, Philips, the German Research Center for Artificial Intelligence and the 
universities of Hamburg, Karlsruhe, Munich, etc.).
Chapter 2
Translation Templates
In this chapter, the development of our machine translation system will be examined in detail. 
Providing some background information about the progress in the project up to now will be 
helpful for understanding the statistical model offered in the next chapter.
Corpus-based MT systems have many advantages compared to other approaches (see Chap­
ter 1). Therefore, our EBMT MT system for English and Turkish, which can be adaptable to 
any other language pairs, was designed and implemented ([40, 19]). Statistical MT techniques 
use statistical metrics to choose the best structures in the target language among all possi­
ble candidates. These techniques are useful for retrieving the best matches from the previous 
translation examples, which is a vital issue in E13MT. This fact motivated us to use statistical 
MT strategies in our machine translation system. This section summarizes the progress in this 
project before adding statistical information.
Using previous examples for learning from new examples is the main idea behind exemplar- 
based learning which is originally proposed by Medin and Schaffer [66]. This way of learning 
stores the examples in memory without any change in the representation. The characteristic 
examples stored in the memory are called exemplars.
In the translation process, providing the correspondences between the source and target 
languages is a very difficult task in EBMT. Although, manual encoding of the translation rules 
has been achieved by Kitano [58], when the corpus is very large, it becomes a complicated 
and error-prone task. Therefore, [40, 19] offered a technique in which the problem is taken 
as a machine learning task. Exemplars are stored in the form of templates that are gener­
alized exemplars. The templates are learned by using translation examples and finding the 
correspondences between the patterns in the source and target languages. The heuristic of the 
translation template learning (TTL) [40, 19] algorithm can be summarized as follows: given 
two translation pairs, if there are some similarities (differences) in the source language, then 
the corresponding sentences in the target language must have similar (different) parts, and they 
must be translations of the similar (different) parts of the sentences in the source language. 
Similar parts are replaced with variables to get a template which is a generalized exemplar by
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this method.
2.1 T he Structure o f T he Translation T em plates
Translation examples are stored as a list of string formed by strings of root words and mor­
phemes. In other words, the lexical level representation of the sentences are used. This rep­
resentation of translation examples is suitable for learning algorithm. If we used surface level 
representation, the number of correspondences would be decreased and we could learn less 
number of generalized exemplars. For example the sentence pair I came from  schooI<:> ben 
okuldan geldim  is stored as:
i come-fp from school^ben okul-|-DAn gel-fDH+m
where i, come, from, school denote root words and -hp denotes the past tense morpheme in 
English sentence, and ben, okul, gel denote root words and -pDA n, +DH, -hm denote ablative, 
past tense and first singular person morphemes in Turkish .sentence.
A template is an example translation pair where some components (e.g., words stems and 
morphemes) are generalized by replacing them with variables in both sentences, and estab­
lishing bindings between variables. Assume that the following is a template learned from the 
translations examples: I go+ p  to by bus ^  A ^“-fyA otobiis+ylA  g it+ D H + m  
This template can be interpreted as follows: I go+p  to  by bus in L\ is the translation 
of A ^“+yA  otobüs+ ylA  g it+ D H + m  in Lo (or vice versa), if in Li is the traiLslation 
of go, if it has already been learned that school in Li is the translation of okul in L-j,
then I go+ p  to  school by bus can be translated as okul+yA  o tobüs+ ylA  g it+ D H + m  
Here, Li and L2 denote English and Turkish respectively, but they can be used for any other 
language pair.
The following translation pairs given in English and Turkish illustrate how 
templates are learned:
I go+p to school by bus-^ okul +yA otobüs+ylA git+DH+m 
I go+p to city by bus^  şehir +yA otobiis+ylA git+DH+m 
Then the following template is learned from these examples:
I go+p to X^^ by bus A ^“+yA otobiis+ylA git+DH+m 
i fX ^ ^  ^
In addition to this abstract representation, it is also inferred that school is the translation of 
okul and city is the translation of şehir. This shows that it is possible to learn more than one 
template by using two translation examples.
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2.2 TTL A lgorithm
in this section the mechanism of the TTL algorithm will be explained. TTL algorithm learns 
translation templates by using the similarities and differences of the example translation pairs 
given to the system.
We have translation examples Ea : ^  E^ where E^ and E^ are the translations of each
other. For two example translation pairs Ea^Ei similarities and differences between these two 
examples are found. Then a match sequence in the following form is generated:
S l D l S l D l , . . . ,  _  1 ,  Sk -  Si , D l S { , D l , . . . ,  D l _ ,, S l f o r l  <  n ,  m
where Si denotes a similarity, and Dl : ^l,b) denotes a difl'erence between E^ and El.
Some restrictions on these similarities and diflerences result in a unique or no match between 
examples. These restrictions are:
• For any difference , Dk^a and Dk^ b do not have any common items
• No lexical item in a similarity Si appears in a previously formed difference Dk for k < i
• Any of Sq, Si , Sq, Sfj^  can be empty, however, S- for 0 < / < n, and Sj for 0 < j  < rn 
must be non-empty
• At least one similarity on each side must be non-empty
These match sequences are used to learn translation templates by using two heuristics. 
The first heuristic replaces differences in the match sequence and produces a template which 
is called similarity translation template. The second replaces the similarities in the match 
sequence and produces a template which is called difference translation template. All pairs in 
the example translations are used to produce templates by the help of these two heuristics. 
Then these templates are stored in the memory by sorting them according to their specificities,
i.e. according to the number of terminal symbols in source language side of the template.
2.2.1 Similarity Translation Template
Similarity translation template learning algorithm is given in Table 2.1.
The following examples illustrates how the algorithm produces similarity translation tem­
plates for different cases.
If our translation pairs are:
I go+p to school by bus^  okul +yA otobiis+ylA git+DH+m 
I go-l-p to city by bus^  şehir +yA otobiis+ylA git-f-DH-fm 
The match sequence for this example is:
I go-fp to (school, city) by bus ^
(okul, şehir)-fyA otobüs+ylA git+DH+m 
Then the similarity translation template learned is:
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begin
Let’s assume that the match sequence j for the pair of translation examples E„ and Ei,
h e : S l i , D l D i _ „ S k ,  -- S l D l ..., D l i „ S l
if n = m = 1 then
• learn the following rules:
^  S^X-SlifX^ ^  X^
Dla  -  Dla
DU D,0,6
else if 1 < n = 771 and n — 1 corresponding differences can be found in Ma^i then
♦ Assume that the unchecked corresponding differences are
• Assume that the list of corresponding differences is 
(Dl ,^ Df^) . . .  {Dj,^, Df^) including the unchecked ones.
♦ For each corresponding difference , D f) replace Dl. by A"/ and Dl. X (  to get the 
new match sequence Ma^h^ithDVars.
• Learn the following rules:
Ma hWithDVars if X l ^  X f  and . . .  and X^ ^  X l
D l a
^kn,l Dl„,h
end
Table 2.1: Similarity Ti*anslation Template Learning Algorithm
I go+p to X^ by bus A^+yA otobiis+ylA git+DH+m
if  A  ^ ^  A 2
Here, we have a single difference, i.e. n=m =l, in both sides, so they must be the translation 
of each other. If we generalize this case, it can be inferred that if the match sequence is:
^  r)2 c2
Then the similarity translation template learned is:
^ 55 , X - , 5 r i f
Two additional templates are also inferred from these example pairs:
D U  -  D U d U  -  DU
In the following case, the number of differences is greater than 1, i.e. 
1 < 72 = 772. Assume that our translation pairs are:
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I go+p to school by b u s^  okul -fyA otobüs+ylA git+DH+m 
You go+p to city by bus^  şehir +yA otobiis+ylA git+DH+n 
Then the match sequence is:
(I, you) go+p to (school, city) by bus ^
(okul,şehir)+yA otobiis+ylA git+DH (+m, +n)
Here, we need to know correspondence for one of the differences in order to learn a similarity 
translation template. Assume that, we inferred that school corresponds to okul and city 
corresponds to şehir.
Then it is possible to infer the following similarity translation template:
X l  go+p to X l  by bus ^  X^+yA  otobiis+ylA git+DH+ 
if x l  ^  Xo and Xl ^  Xo 
Additionally, the following templates are inferred:
I ^  +m 
you ^  +11
In general, if the number of differences in both sides of a match sequence is greater than or 
equal to 1, i.e. 1 < 77. = 777., it is possible to learn new similarity translation templates iff at least 
n-1 differences have already been learned from the previous example pairs. Then all differences 
are replaced by variables to obtain new template. In addition to this template, after finding 
11-1 corresponding differences, the remaining difference pairs are also learned as new templates.
2.2.2 Difference Translation Template
The difference translation template learning algorithm is given in Table 2.2. The idea is similar 
to the similarity translation template learning algorithm, but in this algorithm similarities are 
replaced by variables instead of differences.
The following examples illustrate how the algorithm produces difference translation tem­
plates for different cases.
If our trcinslation pairs are:
I drink+p tea ^  Çay iç+DH+m 
You drink+p coffee Kahve iç+DH+n
Here, we have a single non-empty similarity in both sides, so they must be the translation of 
each other.
The match sequence for this example is:
(I, you) drink+p (tea,coffee) ^  (Çay, Kahve) iç+DH (+m, +n)
Then, the difference translation templates learned are:
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begin
ii  numofsim(M^ = numofsim(M^f^) — n > l
and 72—1 corresponding similarities can be found in Ма,ь then
• Assume that the unchecked similarities are (Sl^^Sf^ ).
• Assume that the list of corresponding similarities is (Sl^ , Sf^)...  {Sj,^ ,^ Sf^) including the 
unchecked ones.
• For each corresponding difference (Sl.,Sf.) replace Sl^ with А/ and with X f  to get 
the new match sequence Ma,bWitliSVars.
• Divide Ma^bWithSVars into MaWithSVars and MbWithSVars by separating differ­
ences.
• Learn the following rules:
MaWithDVars if X} ^  Af and ...  and ^  A “
MbWzthDVars if A | ^  Af and ...  and X^ ^  A^
Si ^  s f
end____________________________________________________________________________
Table 2.2: Difference Translation Template Learning Algorithm
I A^ tea ^  Çay A^ +m
if A  ^ ^  A-
You A^ coffee ^  Kahve A “ +n
if A' ^  A2
Additionally, it is inferred that: 
drink-fp İÇ+DH
In the following case, the number of similarities is greater than 1.
Assume that our translation pairs are:
I read+p the book to childrens  ÇocukH-lAr+yA kitap +yH oku-bDH+m 
I read+p the newspaper to childrens  Çocuk+lAr-J-yA gazete +yH okuH-DH-f-m 
Then the match sequence is:
I read-fp the (book, newspaper) to children ^  Çocuk+lAr+yA (kitap, gazete) d-yH oku-fDH+m
Here, we need to know correspondence for one of the similarities in order to learn a difference 
translation template. Assume that, we inferred that I read + p  the  corresponds to +yH  
oku+ D H + m .
Then it is possible to infer the following difference translation templates:
X/book X f  ^  kitap X | 
ifXji and X f ^ X ^
X f  newspaper X f  +-+ X | gazete X f  
i fX i ^ X f  and X f ^ X f  
Additionally, the following template is inferred: 
to children ^  Çocuk+lAr+yA
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In general, if the number of similarities in both sides of a match sequence is greater than or 
equal to 1, it is possible to learn new difference translation templates iff at least n-1 simi­
larities have already been learned from the previous example pairs. Then, all similarities are 
replaced by variables to obtain new templates. In addition to these templates, after finding n-1 
corresponding similarities, the remaining similarity pairs are also learned as a new template.
2.2.3 Inequalities in the Number of Similarities or Differences in the 
Match Sequences
The STTL (similarity translation template learner) and DTTL (difference translation template 
learner) algorithms can produce new translation templates if the number of differences or simi­
larities are equal on both sides of a match sequence respectively. However, it is possible to learn 
new templates from these kinds of match sequences if the number of differences or similarities 
can be equated. For this purpose, the similarities or differences in the match sequence can be 
separated before producing the translation template.
The following example is a simple case where STTL algorithm can not produce a translation 
template:
I read -f-pres ^  oku -fHr -fHm 
You sleep -hpres ^  uyu -fllr -f-sHn 
Then, the match sequence is:
(I read. You sleep) -f-pres ^  (oku, uyu) -fHr (-f-Hm, -fsHn)
Here, we have one difference on the left side and two on the right side. So, we can equate the 
number of differences by separating the difference of the left side from morpheme boundaries.
So the match sequence becomes:
(I, you) (read, sleep) -f-pres ^  (oku, uyu) -f-Hr (-bHm, -fslln)
Now, the number of differences on both sides are the same and assume that it is previously 
learned that (read, sleep) corresponds to (oku, uyii).
Then, we can learn the following translation templates:
X l  -f pres ^  +Hr
if X l ^  X l  and X l ^  X f  
I ^  -|-Hm 
You ^  -f-sHn
It is also possible that separating differences or similarities will be necessary, even if the number 
of the differences or similarities are equal. Another interesting case occurs, when the match 
sequence in which a difference with an empty constituent occurs. We apply only the DTTL 
algorithm to these kinds of match sequences to avoid producing a template whose one side is 
empty.
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The following is a typical example of this case:
I reacl-|-p the book kitap-t-yll oku+DH+m 
I read+p a book ^  bir kitap oku+DH+m 
Then, the match sequence is:
I read+p (the, a) book ^  (e, bir) kitap (+yll, c) oku+DH+m 
Then, we can learn the following translation templates if it is known that book corresponds to 
kitap:
XltheX^ ^  Xf +  yliX?, if X | ^  X | and Xj ^  X'(
XlaX>, ^  b irX lX l  if Xji X j and X^ ^  X^
I read+p ^  oku+DH+m
2.3 Translation
Templates produced by STTL and DTTL are ordered according to the number of terminals 
in the source language. The translation is a bidirectional process, so templates are ordered 
according to both languages.
For example, some of the templates that are learned from a set of examples are: 
he X lA p  ^  Xf+DH if X} ^  X f  
ali Xl Ap  ^  ali Xf+DH if Xl  ^  X f  
read ^  oku
Then, they will be ordered in the following way for translation from English to " r^urkish: 
he Xl+p ^  Xf +DE  if Xl  ^  X l  
ali ATj+p ^  ali if ^  X^
read ^  oku
And they are ordered as follows if translation is from Turkish to English: 
ali A^+p ali A]['+DH if A | A^ 
he A /+P ^  Af+DH if Xl  ^  X^  
read ^  oku
The translation process is straightforward after the translation templates are produced. It is 
summarized in Table 2.3.
If the input sentence is i iveni to school  ^ then the translation will take place according to 
the steps in Table 2.3 as follows:
• Lexical level representation is i go-hp to school
• Assume the template similar to this input is: I go+p to yYi ^  Xo +yA git+DH+m if 
A:i ^  As
• It is also found that there is a template school ^  okul Then the target sentence is obtained 
as okul-hyA git-hDH-i-m
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• The lexical level representation is derived for the input sentence
• Templates that are similar to the input are collected
• The variables of the selected templates are bounded by the values of the input sentence. 
Then, templates for these bounded values are sought. The values of these templates are 
replaced in the target sentence if they are found among the translation templates.
• Surface form of the target sentence is generated
Table 2.3: Ti*anslation Without Confidence Factors
• The surface form is generated as okula gittiin
2.4 E xam ples
The operations of the STTL and DTTL cilgorithms will be explained by the following small 
example. Assume that the trciining examples are:
1. i must come ^  gel+mAlH+yHm
2. i must go w  git-fmAlH+yilm
3. i go+p ^  git-f-DH-fm
4. they come+p gel+DH+lAr
For Pairs 1 and 2:
M atch Sequence:
i must (come, go) ^  (gel, git)+mAlII+yHm 
Templates produced by STTL:
i must X ^  Y+mAlH+yHm i f  X ^  Y  
come ^  gel 
go ^  git
Templates produced by DTTL:
X come ^  gel Y if X ^  Y
X go ^  git Y if X ^  Y
i must ^  +niAlH-l-yHm
For Pairs 1 and  3:
M atch Sequence:
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i (must come, go+p) ^  (gel+mAlIH-yHm, git+DII+m)
Since we have a single difference on the left side, nothing can be inferred from these example 
pairs.
For Pairs 1 and 4:
M atch Sequence:
(i must, they) come (e, +p) ^  gel (+mAlH+yHm, +DH+lAr)
Since we have empty constituent in the match sequence, we can only apply DTTL algorithm. 
Templates produced by DTTL:
i must X Y+mAlH+yllm if X ^  Y
they X+p ^  Y+DH+lAr if X ^  Y
come ^  gel
For Pairs 2 and  3:
M atch Sequence:
i (must, e) go (c, +p) git (+niAlH+yHm, 4-DH-|-m)
Since we have empty constituent in the match sequence we can only apply DTTL algorithm. 
However, we have a single similarity on the left side, so nothing can be inferred from these 
example pairs.
For Pairs 2 and  4:
M atch Sequence:
Match sequence is empty, i.e. these examples do not have any similarities, so nothing can be 
inferred from these example pairs.
For Pairs 3 and 4:
M atch Sequence:
(i go, they come) -fp ^  (git, gel), +DH (+m,+lAr)
We have a single difference on the right hand side, however, there cire two differences on the 
left hand side. STTL can learn something useful, if the difference on the right is decomposed 
into two. Then match sequence becomes
(i, they) (go, come) +p <-<■ (git, gel), +DH (+rn,+lAi·)
Templates produced by STTL:
X Z+p ^  Y+DH W if X ^  W and Z ^  Y
i ^  +m
they ^  +lAr
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Templates produced by DTTL:
i go X ^  git Y+m if X ^  Y 
they come X ^  gel Y+lAr if X ^  Y 
-}-p TDH
There are some templates, that are learned more than once, after eliminating the duplicates 
all the templates learned from these examples are:
1. i must X ^  Y+mAlH+yHm if X ^  Y
2. come gel
3. go ^  git
4. X come ^  gel Y if X ^  Y
5. X go ^  git Y if X ^  Y
6. they X+p ^  Y+DH+lAr
7. X Z+p ^  Y+DH W 
ifX  ^  W and Z ^  Y
8. i Tn^
9. they ^  +1 Al­
io. i go X ^  git Y+m if X ^  Y
11. they come X ^  gel Y+lAr if X Y
12. +p +DH
Assume that after learning these templates, we are given the input sentence i came to be 
translated. Its lexical form is i come-fp. In the translation of this sentence it matches template 
7, then X is instantiated as i and Z is instantiated as come. In the next step it is found that 
+m  corresponds to i from template 9, and gel corresponds to come from template 2. So Y 
is instantiated as gel and W is instantiated as +m  giving gelpDH+m whose surface form is 
geldim as the result of the translation.
Chapter 3
Methods for Assigning 
Confidence Factors
The ordering of the translation templates is an important issue which effects the results of the 
translation process. Changing the order of their application may change the outputs signif­
icantly. The aim of translation is not finding the correct results somewhere in the hundreds 
of results, but finding them as the topmost ones. Therefore, an ordering mechanism for these 
translation templates becomes a vital issue, 'riiis mechanism will enable us to use the templates 
in such a W ciy that they will produce the most correct results first.
The translation templates are ordered according to the number of terminal symbols of 
the templates in the previous version of TTL algorithm [40]. However, this criteria is not 
sufficient for large systems, and we need another method where a statistical method is a powerful 
candidate, in order to improve the soundness of the translation process. Therefore, in the new 
version of the TTL algorithm, learning translation templates is followed by a confidence factor 
assignment process in which each rule and some rule combinations are assigned weights. Our 
main resource for assigning confidence factor is the training data that is used in the learning of 
translation templates. The idea is simply the following: If we hiarned a template from a set of 
translations examples, then this left side of the template matches the left side of a translation 
example, then the right side of it must match the right side of that example if it is a correct 
template. If this is not the case, then the template can either be a totally incorrect one, or there 
is more then one correspondence for the given language pair. For the former case the template 
must be assigned a zero or a very small confidence factor, for the latter one the template must 
be assigned a frequency. For example if we have a template hundrtd^yiiz, then the confidence 
factor of it must be the frequency of yiiz in the training set corresponding to hundred, since yiiz 
has other meanings in English, like face, swim, etc.
This process has three fundamental parts: Confidence factor assignment to facts (i.e. specific 
templates without variables), rules (i.e. generalized templates in which the similarities are 
replaced with variables) and rule combinations. These three parts are explained in detail in the
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following sections.
Our translation process is bidirectional. In other words, it is possible to give an input 
sentence in language Li and obtain a translation in language ¿2 vice versa. Therefore we 
have templates that will be used for translation from L\ to Lo, (left to right) and from ¿ 2  to 
Li(right to left). In fact, these templates are equal, but their order is different.
3.1 M ethod  for A ssigning Confidence Factors to  Facts
In this section confidence factor assignment to facts, which are the simplest case of this process, 
are discussed. We do not need to consider any other rule during this process and we use only 
the translation examples.
Consider the case that, rulek is a fact which will be used for left to right translation. Assume 
that, it is in the form of A Y  and we have training pairs in the form of trainpair{Xi,Y),) 
then the confidence factor of rulek for left to right translation is evaluated as follows:
• N1 denotes the number of training pairs where X is a substring of X^: and Y is a substring 
ofYi
• N2 denotes the number of training pairs where X is a substring of Xi and Y is not a 
substring of Yi
confidence/actorruht, -  ¿vi% 2
If rultk is a fact which will be used for right to left translation, everything will be the same 
except definition of Y2
• N2 denotes the number of training pairs where X is not a substring of X^  and Y is a 
substring of Y*
Consider the following example for the illustration:
If rulek is + s —^ Hr, (i.e. it is a fact and it will be used in left to right translation), and 
our training pairs are the followings:
he come+s<:>gel+IIr 
he go+s<^git+Hr 
book+s<:>kitap+lAr 
pen+s<=i^kalem+lAr
Then we will find the confidence factor of rulek as:
N1 — 2^  from pairs 1 and 2 
N2 = 2, from pairs 3 and 4
confidencefactorruieu = n \2 n 2 ~ ^
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If rulek is +s<----hHr, (i.e. it is a fact and it will be used in right to left translation)
Then we will find confidence factor of rule^ as:
N1 = 2 from pairs 1 and 2 
N2 = 0 no such pair
confidtncefactorruleu -  N\^N2 “  iTfO -
It is possible to have the same confidence factor for left to right and right to left usage of 
the same rule, but it is more probable to have different values. For example, in the following 
example we have the same confidence factors in both direction.
1) if rulck is come—^ gel (i.e. it is a fact and it will be used in left to right translation), and 
our translation examples are the same as the previous example.
Then we will find confidence factor of rulck as:
A/'l = 1, from pair 1 
N2 = 0, no such pair
confidencefactoVruUk = n ]^N2 ~ TTo = l-0
2) if rulck is c o rn e r  gel, (i.e. it is a fact and it will be used in right to left translation) 
Then we will find confidence factor of rulef^ , as:
= 1, from pair 1 
N2 = 0, no such pair
confidence/actovruieu = = rpo ~
3.2 M ethod  for A ssigning C onfidence Factors to  R ules
Assigning confidence factor to a rule, (templates that hcis variables in it) is a more complicated 
task if we try to find the confidence factor of that rule completely. Therefore, if rulek has 
variables which will be unified with other rules in the translation phase then we will assign a 
partial confidence factor to this rule by considering the parts which do not include variables 
according to the confidence factor formula u.sed in the previous .section. In the translation 
process, the variables are bound using some other rules or facts, and we find the whole confidence 
factor of this rule by multiplying the confidence factors of all rules which are used to bind the 
variables. The following is an example for this: 
l i ru k k  is X ^ ^ + s ^ X ^ ^ + H r  iiX^^  ^ X ^ '^
and our training pairs are the same with the previous example. Since X^^ + s  can be a substring 
of left sides of all pairs and X^=+Hr can be a substring of right sides of pairs 1 and 2 by 
assuming that the variables can match one or more tokens of the string, (i.e. variables can not 
match empty string), we will get the following confidence factor for left to right usage:
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N1 = 2, from pairs 1 and 2 
N2 = 2, from pairs 3 and 4 
partialconfidencefactorruiek = n !^ +N2 ~ 2^  ~
Since X ^^+ H r  can be a substring of right sides of pairs 1 and 2 and X^^+s can be a 
substring of left sides of all pairs by assuming that the variables can match one or more tokens 
of a string, we will find the following confidence factor for right to left usage:
N1 = 2, from pairs 1 and 2 
N2 = 0, no such pair
partialconfidencefactovruiek = n ^+N2 ~ ^  = 1.0
In the translation phase, these partial confidence factors are multiplied by the confidence 
factors of the rules replacing variables to calculate the real confidence factor of that translation 
output. Assume that we are given the input sentence ali comes. Its represented as all corne+s 
ciiid matches the above template. Then, we seek for the corresponding translation of ali. It is 
found that there is a rule that says that alt corresponds to ali and its confidence factor is 1.0. 
Then, the confidence factor of the output ali gel-fllr is calculated as 0.5 * 1.0 = 0.5
3.3 M ethod  for A ssigning C onfidence Factors to  R ule  
C om binations
The most complicated task of the procedure is the assignment of confidence factors to rule 
combinations. The reason for considering these rule combinations is the following: although 
some rules or facts are assigned high confidence factors when they are considered as single 
rules or facts, they may have a very low confidence factor when they are used with other rules 
or facts. The algorithm of this assignment process is given in Table 3.1. The algorithm in 
Table 3.1 is used only for left to right translation. This algorithm is repeated for right to left 
translation by replacing with X^^.
At this point, calculation of the minimum distance between a translation result, Ti, and a 
part of training pair, Xj G Xs^", needs more explanation. First of all, Xj and 7] are assumed 
to be points whose coordinates are (Length of Xj, 0) and (Length of Similarities between Xj 
and Ti, Length of Differences between Xj and Ti) in a two-dimensional space, respectively. 
Then the distance is calculated by using the Euclidean formula for calculating the distance 
between two points:
distance = ^^{LengthofXj — LengthofSimilarities)- -f (Lengthof Differences)
Assume that we have X^^=you come+p and we obtained 
Xs^2= {gel+DH+n, s iz  gel+DH+nHz}
Ts={gel+Hr+DH+n, gel+DH+nHz}
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For each training pair ^
Find all corresponding for from training pairs
Find all translations (Ts) with their proofs (Ps) of X^ ^  ^ from translation templates where proofs 
show the rules used in the translation 
For each T{ E Ts do the following steps 
If Ti E Ts is the same as Xj E Xs^^
Assign confidence factor of the rule combination Pi E Ps as 1 
Else
Find distances between Ti and each Xj E Xs^- 
Choose the minimum distance d among these distances 
Assign confidence factor of this rule combination Pi E Ps as
_  1conf idence factor
Table 3.1: Algorithm for Assigning Confidence Factor to Rule Combinations
then confidence factors for rule combinations used to find translations in Ts are computed cis 
follows:
1) For Ti=gel+Hr+DH+n:
If Ti is found by using n rules , · · ·, in
Similarities between Ti and Xi are gel, +DH, -|-n and the length of similarities is 3. 
Differences between Ti and Xi are, +Hr and the length of differences is 1, since length of 
+Hr is 1.
cll=^/(3 -  3)2 + (1)2 = 1
Similarities between Ti and X2 are gel,-fDH and the length of similarities is 2.
Differences between Ti and X2 are (siz,),(,+IIr),(+nHz,+n) and the length of differences is 
3, since length of siz is 1, length of +Hr is 1 and length of H-iiHz or + 1 1  is 1, giving a total 
of 3.
d 2 = ^ (4  -  2)2 + (3)2 = V n
m in (d l ,d 2 )= d l= l and confidence factori,,...,(„=0.5 
2) For T 2 =gel+DH+nHz;
If T 2 is found by using m rules , · · ·, j,n
Similarities between T 2 and Xi are gel,+DH and the length of similarities is 2.
Differences between T 2 and Xi are (+n,+iiHz) and the length of differences is 1, since length 
of +n or +nHz is 1.
d l= v '(3  -  2)2 + (1)2 = V2
Similarities between T 2 and X2 are gel,+DH,+iiHz and length of similarities is 3. 
Differences between T 2 and X2 are (siz,) and the length of diflerences is 1, since length of 
siz is 1.
d 2 = V (4 -3 )2  + (l)'-i = ^
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m in (d l,d 2 )= d l or d2 and confidence factorj^ .^..
Note that, the length of differences is calculated by choosing the maximum of lengths in 
difference pairs.
These rule combinations are represented as tree structures. For example if ralej, has two 
variables that are bound to rulej and rulek^ then the root of the tree is cissumed to be rulej, 
and its children are rulej and rulek. If rulej or rulek has variables then they become the root 
of that subtree and their children become the numbers of the rules that are used in the binding 
of their varicibles. This tree structure is formed recursively. The tree structure will be helpful 
during the translation process and its usage will be explained in the next section.
3.4 T ranslation P rocess by U sing C onfidence Factors
Translation process can be summarized by the four steps given in Table 3.2. We find all 
possible translations by using the templates obtained in our learning phase. Then these results 
are evaluated according to their weights. These weights come either directly from the weights of 
the rules or rule combinations. After the evaluation of the results, the ones that have the highest 
weights are given as the output, and the ones with lowest weights are eliminated. Therefore 
the correct output is ensured to be among these selected outputs, and hopefully will be on the 
top of the selected outputs.
The second step of the algorithm is the most important part of the translation proce.ss. 
As it seems, finding the confidence factors of these results is not as simple. We need both 
the confidence factors of the rules and rule combinations which are calculated in the learning 
process. The details of these calculations are given in Table 3.3. The rules that are pertaining 
to the result are found and a tree structure is obtained from these rules as explained in Section 
2.3. Then this tree structure is used for comparison. If the result does not match a rule 
combination that is assigned a weight in the learning phase, then the comparison continues 
among the subtrees.
Assume that, we want to translate the sentence amcaları geldi. This sentence can be ana­
lyzed in three ways:
amca+lAr+sH gel+DH 
amca+lAr+yll gel+DH 
amca+lArH gel+DH
Then, translations for these three analysis are sought. Assume that we found the following 
results:
their uncle come-hp by using rules 1 and 2 denoted as [1,[2]] 
his uncle-hs come-hp by using rules 3 and 4 denoted as [3,[4,6]] 
their uncle+s conie+p by using rule 5 [5]
And we have the following confidence factors denoted as rw(RL,W), where RL is the rule list 
used to obtain that translation, and W is the confidence factor of it. 
rw([l],1.0)
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• Find all the analysis of the words
• Find all combinations of the analysis
• Find the lexical form of the input sentence
• Find all possible trcinslations and their proofs
• Find confidence factors of these results by using the confidence factors assigned in the 
confidence factor assignment process.
• Sort results according to the calculated confidence factors in descending order by using a 
sort algorithm
Generate surface forms of the outputs
Table 3.2: lYanslation Algorithm
Find the translation output’s confidence factor by using the previously calculated confidence 
factors of rule combinations
Find the set of rule combinations (R) which are assigned confidence factors 
If rp = Ri e H  then cfresuH =cf/?. where rp is the resulting proof 
else cfresult —^ r^proot* ^^ rpckildi * ^^ rpckild2 * · * · * ^^ rpchUdn
if child .^ is a fact, fact^, then cichud,,, ^confidence factor/aci,H 
else calculate recursively cichudk as a tree
Table 3.3: Algorithm for Calculating Confidence Factors of the Ti'anslations
rw([2],1.0)
rw([l,[2]],0.33)
rw([3],1.0)
rw([4],1.0)
rw([5],0.33)
rw([6],0.8)
Then, the confidence factors for the outputs will be calculated as:
their uncle c o ? ? i e 0.33, since we search for the rule combinations first. 
his uncle+s come+p=0.8. First, we seek for a rule combination of 3,4, and 6, but since 
there is no confidence factor assigned to this combination, we seek for the confidence factors 
of 4 and 6. It is found that their confidence factors are 0.8 and 1.0. Then we multiply these 
values (confidence factors of children) by 1.0, confidence factor of rule 3 (root of the tree).
their uncle+s coine-i-p=0.S3 which is the confidence factor of rule 5.
The results ordered according to the confidence factors are: 
his uncle+s come+p 
their uncle come+p 
their uncle+s come+p
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Then the surface forms are generated as: 
his uncles came 
their uncle came 
their uncles came
Chapter 4
System Architecture
Our system consists of three fundamental parts:
• Interface components
• Learning components
• Ti-anslation components
Interface components are necessary for analysis of the translation examples prior to the learning 
phase. Generation of the surface forms of the outputs are also obtained by the help of interface 
components. Learning component produces templates and their confidence factors by using 
translation examples. Ti’anslation components finds possil)le target sentences for the given 
source sentences by using the templates and their confidence factors. General architecture of 
the system is given in Figure 4.1. The components will be explained in details in the following 
sections.
4.1 Interface C om ponents
The interface components are used for analysis and generation purposes. In the analysis phase 
the surface form of the given English and Turkish sentences are converted to their lexical level 
representations. Then these lexical level representations are used to obtain the training data. 
First, the training sentences are written to a file whose lines are in the form of E=T, where 
E denotes the surface form English sentence, and T denotes the corresponding surface form of 
Turkish sentence (i.e. translation of the English sentence). It is assumed that both sentences 
are grammatically correct, and they are the exact translation of each other. Then the interface 
component uses this file as the input and produces another file whose lines are in the form of 
trainpair([E],[T]).Here E and T are the lexical level representations of E and T, respectively. 
For example if we have a line in the first file such as:
I went to school^okula gittim
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Translation examples 
in surface form
Translation
Component
Translation
Results
Figure 4.1: General Architecture
then the second file has a line such as:
trainpair([I,go,+p,to,school],[okul,-f-yA,git,+DH,+m]).
The interface uses two morphological analyzers, one for English and one for Turkish. For the 
time being, we could not find a reliable, high-coverage and commercially available morphological 
analyzer for English, so one is written by the author. For this purpose, I created a database 
by using a text file  ^ which consists of words and their analysis. The database is indexed by 
a hash function which is provided by SICSTUS PROLOG. Indexing is done in two ways: One 
uses the real word and the other uses the root of the word as the key. A typical database entry 
looks like:
m(Word*,Root of Wordi,+morphemei, . . . ,  -hmorpheniem)
^The file is a dictionary in text format. It is obtained from XTAG p ro ject:littp ://w w w .upenn.edu/ xtag
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For example, the word went has a corresponding entry in the database as: m(iueni,go,+p). The 
word luent and go are the keys of this entry for analysis and gemiration, respectively. All the 
interface components for English morphological analysis is written in Sicstiis Prolog.
Turkish morphological analyzer is written by using PCKIMMO The results of the analysis 
are gathered by an interface written in C and passed to the Prolog side.
In most cases, there is more than one analysis for a given word both in English and Turkish. 
'Fherefore, all morphological analysis are obtained for the input and the correct analysis is 
chosen by the user. For example, if the input file contains the following lines, 
their faces=yUzleri 
their notebooks=defterleri 
then, the interface will respond as:
0==>[n(face),+(pl)] 
l==>[v(face),+(s)]
Select correct analysis for word ==faces== 
in the sentence ==their faces=yUzleri==
0
0==>yUz+(lAr)+(sH)
l==>yUz+(lAr)+(yH)
2==>yUz+(lArH)
Select correct analysis for word ==yUzleri== 
in the sentence ==their faces=yUzleri==
2
0==>defter+(lAr)+(sH)
l==>defter+(lAr)+(yH)
2==>defter+(lArH)
Select correct analysis for word ==defterleri== 
in the sentence ==their notebooks=defterleri==
2
So the correct analysis will be selected by a human.
The general architecture of the interface is shown in Figure 4.2.
4.2 Learning C om ponent
Learning component consist of STTL and DTTL and confidence factor assignment procedures. 
The learning component uses the output of the analyzers as its input. The examples are 
compared with all the other examples. A match sequence is obtained from each comparison by 
using the similarities and differences of the translation examples. If the match sequence fits to 
 ^PCKIMMO:h ttp : //w w w .sil.org /pckimino
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Iraiiipair ([ E | T'J)
English side
Figure 4.2: Interface Architecture
the requirements of the TTL, then STTL and DTTL algorithms produce translation templates 
by using the match sequences.
Confidence factors for each and some combinations of these translation templates are ob­
tained in addition to the templates at the end of the learning process. In Figure 4.3 the inputs 
and outputs are shown.
Figure 4.3: Learning Component
The translation component takes templates, confidence factors, analyzers of English and 
Turkish, and the input sentence. The input sentence is taken in surface form and converted 
to its lexical form by using the analyzers. Generally, there are more than one analysis of the 
words of the input sentence, since we do not know the correct analysis and no human assistance
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is involved at this stage all possible analyses are tried.
Translation templates are used to obtain all translations for the given input. Finally, the 
confidence factors are used to evaluate the translations. Then, all the translations both correct 
and incorrect are provided along their confidence factors and the rules they are obtained from. 
They are displayed in two ways: sorted according to the confidence factor and unsorted (i.e. in 
the order they are obtained) as shown in Figure 4.4.
Sorted Unsorted
Figure 4.4: ^Franslation Component
Chapter 5
Performance Results
5.1 T im e C om plexity  A nalysis
In this section, the time complexities of all the fundamental procedures, (i.e. learning, confi­
dence factor assignment to rules and rule combinations, and translation will be derived. Assume 
that we have N translation examples, and the number of translation templates produced by 
TTL algorithm is denoted by NT.
In the learning phase, for the example translation E^ ;, where I < i < N, the algorithm 
compares E^· with the remaining pairs Ej, where i < j  < N. Then the total number of 
comparison is:
r = l
Each of the STTL and DTTL algorithms can infer three templates at most from an example 
translation pair. For E^  6^ (N — i) templates can be obtained. Therefore for each pass of the 
learning phaise:
i = i
The examples can be passed over more than once to obtain new templates. Since the 
algorithm is sensitive to the order of examples, using these examples more than once will 
decrease the level of this sensitivity. The number of the passes can be a constant p where 
p N. Thus, the number of the translation templates produced is 0(№ ).
The confidence factor assignment to single templates is O(N^), since we can have 0(N**^ ') 
templates at most, and we search N examples for each of these templates.
Assigning confidence factors to rule combinations is the most time consuming process of 
all the procedures. In this process, translations of all N pairs are found by searching all the 
templates. When an example is matched with a template, and if that template has variables 
in it, then all the templates are searched again to bound those variables. If the length of that 
sentence is /, then it can match templates 2^  — 1 way in the worst case (a variable can match
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single words, double words, etc.). So the number of comparisons can be:
N * N - * ( 2 ‘ - l )  = 0 (№ 2 ‘) = O(yV )^
In the translation process, the dominât factor in translation time is finding all possible 
translations. So the time complexity of translation will be the following by the same reasoning 
above:
* (2' -  1) = 0(N'^2‘) = O(N-)
The cost of this comparison is high, therefore the number of translations can be limited to 
reduce this cost. The results on some small corpora by limiting the number of translations to 
be found is given in Table 5.1. Times are given in seconds and obtained by using an Ultra 
Sparc station. CFA in columns two and three denotes confedence factor assignment
N Learning
Time
CFA to Single 
Rules Time
CFA to Rule 
Combinations Time
Number of 
Templates
10 0.040 0.1 0.224 47
20 0.1 0.26 0.62 123
30 0.27 0.69 1.19 251
40 0.62 1.0 1.62 310
50 1.15 1.680 2.420 428
650 1347.030 539.510 3500.900 12950
Table 5.1: Analysis of Procedure
5.2 E valuation C riteria
There are many different evaluation criteria of machine translation systems offered in the lit­
erature ([50], [80], [83], [57], [54],[71],[85]).
The evaluation criteria of [50] are:
1. Providing necessary functionality (i.e. matching domain, language pair, text type, etc.)
2. The financial stability of the vendor or research group to continue their work and support 
user
3. System appropriateness to the current and the future environment of the user (i.e. match­
ing the computer environment and the work style of the user)
4. Upgrade and maintenance costs (i.e. modular implementation, readily extensible, strong 
theoretical foundation)
5. Increase throughput (i.e. increase user productivity, wide linguistic and text formatting 
coverage, and appropriate output quality)
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This system provides necessary functionality, since if the system is given training data which 
is large enough for the translation domain, then it is possible to have translations for any text 
of that domain. The second and third items above are not so important for the time being. 
The system is based on the ideas of EBMT and Statistical MT which are two important and 
nearly well-formed paradigms of MT. The system can easily be customized for new domains, 
language pairs and text types only by paying for the training data. The system can be useful 
for manual type translations and it is suitable for users who need these kinds of translation.
Evaluation of MT systems are considered from different perspectives in [80], First of all the 
issue is examined according to the completeness, correctness, and stylistics criteria.
Completeness is defined as assigning some output string to every input string during the 
translation. According to this definition completeness of our system depends on the training 
examples.
Correctness is defined as assigning a correct output string to every input string during 
the translation. Although our system is given grammatically correct training examples, some 
of the translation templates produced are not hundred per cent correct or they iiiciy even be 
totally incorrect. Ti*anslation outputs produced by using these templates can result in incorrect 
translations for some of the inputs. However, in general the system produces at least one correct 
output for the given input that is to be translated. Since our goal is to find a correct answer, 
producing incorrect results can be tolerated as far as the correct outputs are given before the 
incorrect ones.
The stylistics criterion says that the chosen output must not only be correct but it must be 
the most appropriate output among the other candidates. This criteria is tried to be matched 
by using statistical information in our case.
The following section provides test results of the system and examine the system mostly 
from correctness criterion.
5.3 Test R esu lts
111 this section, the results of the simulations are summarized. The results on a small corpora 
are as follows: A training set of examples has contained 488 sentences. Total number of the 
translation templates that are learned in the learning phase is 4723. In the confidence factor 
assignment process 4723 templates for left to right usage (from English to l\irkish), and 4723 
templates for right to left usage (from Turkish to English) are assigned confidence factors. 
55845 rule combinations for left to right usage and 53676 rule combinations for right to left 
usage are assigned confidence factors. Therefore, we obtained a total of 118967 confidence 
factor assignments.
The results on a relatively large corpora are as follows: A training set of examples has 
contained 650 sentences. Total number of the translation templates that are learned in the 
learning phase is 12950. In the confidence factor assignment process 12950 templates for left to
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Type of data
Percentage of 
correct results 
in translations
Percentage of 
incorrect results 
in translations
Percentage of 
correct results 
in top 5 without 
weights
Percentage of 
correct results 
in top 5 with 
weights
Sentences 
selected from 
training data
42.0 58.0 44.0 80.0
New sentences 
not appearing 
in training data
33.0 67.0 40.0 60.0
Table 5.2: Performance Results on a. Small Corpora
right usage (from English to Turkish), and 12950 templates for right to left usage (from Turkish 
to English) are assigned confidence factors. 162456 rule combinations for left to right usage 
and 153678 rule combinations for right to left usage are assigned confidence factors. Therefore, 
we obtained a total of 342034 confidence factor assignments.
Type of data
Percentage of 
correct results 
in translations
Percentage of 
incorrect results 
in translations
Percentage of 
correct results 
in top 5 without 
weights
Percentage of 
correct results 
in top 5 with 
weights
Sentences 
selected from 
training data
35.0 65.0 32.0 69.7
New sentences 
not appearing 
in training data
29.5 70.5 29.8 52.5
Table 5.3: Performance Results on a Large Corpora
In the translation process, we used two groups of sentences to evaluate the performance 
of the results. The first group of sentences are randomly selected from training data and the 
second group of sentences are the new sentences which do not occur in the training data. The 
results are obtained by using the previously assigned weights and they are sorted in ascending 
order according to these weights. We also produced the outputs without using the weights of 
the templates for comparison purposes. Then they are sent to the generator to obtain surface 
forms from the lexical forms. In Table 5.2 and Table 5.3 the results for the small and large 
corpora with weights and without weights are summarized, respectively. The columns denote 
the percentage of the correct translations among all the results, percentage of the incorrect 
translations, and percentage of the correct translations seen in the top five results, respectively.
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5.4 Causes For Incorrect Translations and Failures
The performance results indicate that the system produces some incorrect results. Some of 
these incorrect results are eliminated (i.e. they are shifted towards the bottom of the translation 
output list) by using confidence factors, however this is not always the case. In other words, 
it is not always possible to get rid of the incorrect translation output. Then, it is necessary 
to find the sources of these incorrect translations and to cope with them. In addition to the 
incorrect translations, the system fails to find a translation for some inputs. The following is a 
brief list of the possible causes for incorrect translations and failures:
Analyzers: The training examples are stored as strings of root words, and morphemes. This 
representation is useful to have more abstraction and to learn more templates by eliminat­
ing the effect of issues like vowel harmony, etc. The idea is to have a unique representation 
for each of the morphemes. For example, came and lucnt do not exhibit any similarity if 
they are denoted in this way, however if they are denoted as come,-{-PAST and go,-{-PAST 
then the past tense morpheme is perceived as a similarity. This the representation re­
quired for the system. Another aspect is to have large coverage analyzers. However, we 
could not find morphological analyzers, both for English and Turkish, which exactly do 
these tasks. The words that can be analyzed by these analyzers are not large enough to 
serve for a real MT system, but they can be used for experimental purposes.
Some of the represent ations for the same types of morphemes are handled in different 
manners. For example gelirirn (I come) and giderim (I go) must be handled in the same 
way. They must be represented as gel,-\-PRES-\-IIm and gi.t,-{-PRES-\-Hm, however, they 
cire represented as gel,-\-Hr-{-Hm and git,-{-Ar-{-Hm.. Therefore, these kinds of distinctions 
may lead to production of incorrect templates by effecting the number of similarities, or 
no template can be learned.
Generally, words have more than one morphological analysis both in English and l\irkish. 
In the learning phase, input sentences are cissumed to be analyzed correctly and the 
disambiguated by a human assistant. However, in the translation process there is no 
human support. Therefore, the procedure has to produce all analysis of all the words in 
a given input sentence and every combinations of these analysis have to be translated. 
Ti'ying all these possible combinations also yield some incorrect translations.
Order of the translation example pairs: Learning algorithm is sensitive to the order of 
the translation examples, therefore, sometimes it is necessary to pass over these examples 
more than once. The number of passes is proportional to the number of the example pairs 
and the similarities they exhibited.
Incorrect confidence factor assignment: Confidence factor assignment is a nice solution 
for choosing the best result among all possible candidate. However, finding the best 
confidence factor assignment procedure is not an easy task. The method offered here may 
not always assign the best values, although it is a very simple approach and it increases
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the accuracy in a significant way. There are infrequent cases where the assigned values 
can effect system performance in a negative way. For example, if one of the rules learned 
is i ^  +n which is absolutely incorrect, can obtain a high confidence factor if we have 
translation examples such as i come+p to school and you go-hp to cinema^ okid+yA 
gel+DH+m ve sincma+yA git+DH-hn where i and -hn are seen together but they are not 
related with each other, then the confidence factor assignment algorithm give a wrong 
value since it is not aware of this fact. In other words, the method can perform negatively 
for the overlapping templates.
Chapter 6
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE  
W O R K
In this thesis, I have presented a statistical model for assigning confidence factors to the trans­
lation templates learned by the translation model offered in Çiçekli [40, 19]. This translation 
model learns general translation patterns from the given translation examples by using analogy 
principle.
In the early versions of the algorithm, translation templates are sorted according to their 
specificities (i.e., the number of terminals in templates). Although this way of sorting gives 
correct results, the accuracy was not high enough. The major contribution of this thesis is 
assigning confidence factors to templates in order to improve the accuracy. Assigning confidence 
factor to these rules depends on the statistical data collected from translation examples which 
are assumed to be grammatically correct. As mentioned before, in the translation process, the 
output translations which have the highest weights are selected among all possibilities. Thus, 
it is ensured that the correct answer will be among these select<xl output and at the top of the 
list.
The algorithm is tested on Turkish and English for illustration purposes, but it is applicable 
to any pair of languages. On a small set of data, lecirning and translation times are reasonable 
enough. The accuracy of the results are promising. We need to test it on larger corpora. 
Although, there are large amount of electronic data available for many language pairs, we do 
not have any bilingual corpus for English and "^ P^urkish. Thus, we are trying to form a large 
corpus for this purpose.
The training examples are being formed manually by the following assumptions:
• The input bilingual text is aligned correctly prior to the lecirning,
• The text is morphologically analyzed and disambiguated correctly,
• Necessary clean up is done.
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• It is large enough to reflect all possible structures that can be encountered in that domain.
• Grammatical correctness is ensured.
The learning process on a large corpus takes a considercible amount of time, but it can 
be tolerated since it will be done only once and it will increase the translation accuracy. The 
percentage of the correct outputs during translation seems to be low, however, they are obtained 
among the top results. Therefore, large number of incorrect results can be tolerated, as far as 
the correct results are provided before them.
In the future, the system accuracy can be increased by using a human assistance for the 
verification of the templates, morphological analysis etc. However, in order to fully automate 
the system, it will be better to use some additional reliable tools for parallel text alignment, 
disambiguation, etc.
The most time consuming part is assigning confidence factors to rule combinations. Finding 
all possible translations is an expensive task. The number of translations that is to be found 
can be bounded by a certain value for efficiency purposes. In addition to this, parallel pro­
cessing of the data can also be involved to increase performance. Although, learning process 
is not suitable for parallel processing, the tasks that assign confidence factors to rules and rule 
combinations are good candidates of parallel processing, since they are independent from other 
tasks. In the translation process, finding all the analysis of each word and seeking for the 
trcinslation of all the combinations of these analysis decreases output accuracy and correctness, 
and increases response time. So, disambiguation becomes an important task to increase the 
efficiency. Additionally, templates that are assigned very low confidence factors can be directly 
eliminated in the learning phase, so that the number of incorrect results that can be produced 
from these templates will be decreased during translation. This will also decrease the response 
time, since the search space will shrink.
Using some information about the words (i.e. whether they are noun, verb, adjective, etc.) 
can be useful for restricting the applicability of the templates.
Furthermore, the current system fails to find a solution for some inputs in which there is an 
unseen word or phrase. It is possible to provide a few answers that are close to these kinds of 
inputs in future.
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Appendix A
Example Run
In this section a simple run of the system will he given for illustration purposes, here, the 
translation examples are given in the form as they are kept l^ y the system, so they differ 
slightly from the examples given before. We have some additional information coming from 
the English analyzer about the types of the words. However, this does not have any effect on 
the procedures. They are put for future use. Training examples contain negative sentences for 
some tenses. There are thirty translation examples which are kept as.the following Prolog fact:
trainpair([English Sentence],[Turkish Sentence]).
Here, both sentences are in lexical level representcition. Thirty example sentences are:
trainpairf[pron(he),v(do),+(s),adv(not),v(come)],[gel,+(mA),+(z)]).
trainpairC CpropN(aySe),v(do), + (s),adv(not),v(come)],[aySe,gel, + (mA), + (z)]).
trainpairC CpropN(ali),v(do), + (s),adv(not),v(come)],Cali,gel, + (mA), + (z)]).
trainpairC Cpron(we),v(do),adv(not),v(come)],[gel, + (mA),+(yHz)] ).
trainpairC Cpron2pl(you),v(do),adv(not),v(come)],[gel, + (mA), + (zsHnHz)]).
trainpairC[pron(they),v(do),adv(not),v(come)],[gel,+(mA),+(zlAr)]).
trainpair([pron(’I’),v(am),adv(not),v(come),+(’PROG’)],[gel,+(mA),+(’Hyor’),+(yHm)]).
trainpairC[pron(you),v(are),adv(not),v(come), + (’PROG’)],[gel, + (mA), + (’Hyor’), + (’ZHn’)] ).
trainpairC[pron(he),v(is),adv(not),v(come),+(’PROG’)],[gel,+(mA),+(’Hyor’)]).
trainpairC[propN(aySe),v(is),adv(not),v(come),+(’PROG’)],[aySe,gel,+(mA),+(’Hyor’)]).
trainpairC[propN(ali),v(is),adv(not),v(come),+(’PROG’)],[ali,gel,+(mA),+(’Hyor’)]).
trainpairC[pron(we),v(are),adv(not),v(come), + (’PROG’)],[gel, + (mA), + (’Hyor ’), + (yHz)]).
trainpairC[pron2pl(you),v(are),adv(not),v(come), + (’PROG’)],[gel, + (mA), + (’Hyor’), + (’ZHnHz’)!
trainpairC[pron(they),v(are),adv(not),v(come), + (’PROG’)],[gel, + (mA), + (’Hyor’), + (lAr)]).
trainpairC[pron(’I’),v(do),+(’PAST’),adv(not),v(come)],[gel,+(mA),+(’DH’),+(m)]).
trainpair([pron(you),v(do),+(’PAST’),adv(not),v(come)],[gel,+(mA),+(’DH’),+(n)]).
trainpairC[pron(he),v(do),+(’PAST’),adv(not),v(come)3,[gel,+(mA),+(’DH’)]).
trainpairC[propN(aySe),v(do), + (’PAST’),adv(not),v(come)],[aySe,gel, + (mA), + (’DH’)] ).
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trainpairC[propN(ali),v(do), + ('PAST'),adv(not),v(come)],[ali,gel,+ (mA), + ('DH')] ). 
trainpairC[pron(we),v(do),+('PAST'),adv(not),v(come)],[gel,+(mA),+('DH'),+(k)]). 
trainpairC Cpron(yon),v(do), + ('PAST'),adv(not),v(come)],[gel,+(mA), + ('DH'), + (nHz)] ) . 
trainpairC[pronCthey),vCdo), + C ^ PAST'),advCnot),vCcome)],[gel, + CmA),+ C'DH'), + ClAr)] ). 
trainpairC [pronC'I'),vCwill),advCnot),vCcome)],[gel, + CmA), + CyAcAk), + CyHm)]). 
trainpairC[pronCyou),vCwill),advCnot),vCcome)],[gel,+CmA),+CyAcAk),+C'ZHn')]). 
trainpairC[pronCke),vCwill),advCnot),vCcome)],[gel,+CmA),+CyAcAk)]). 
trainpairC CpropNCaySe),vCwil.l),advCnot),vCcome)],[aySe,gel, + CmA), + CyAcAk)]). 
trainpairC[propNCali),vCwill),advCnot),vCcome)],[ali,gel,+CmA),+CyAcAk)]). 
trainpairC[pronCwe),vCwill),advCnot),vCcome)],[gel,+CmA),+CyAcAk),+CyHz)]).
T h e  T T L  a l g o r i t h m  u s e s  t h e s e  e x a m p l e s  y i e l d i n g  2 5 1  s i m i l a r i t y  a n d  d i f f e r e n c e  t r a n s l a t i o n  
t e m p l a t e s .  T h e  t e m p l a t e s  t h a t  a r e  s h o w n  a s  fads  a r e  s i m p l e  r u l e s  a n d  t h e y  d o  n o t  h a v e  
v a r i a b l e s .  T h e  t e m p l a t e s  t h a t  a r e  s h o w n  a s  rules h a v e  v a r i c i b l e s  w h i c h  a r e  d e n o t e d  a s  i n t e g e r s .
T w o  i n t e g e r s  a t  t h e  e n d  o f  e a c h  f a c t  a n d  r u l e  d e n o t e  t h e  t e m p l a t e  n u m b e r  a n d  c o n f i d e n c e  f a c t o r ,  
r e s p e c t i v e l y .
factC[pronChe),vCdo),+Cs),advCnot),vCcome)],[gel,+CmA),+Cz)],233,1.0)
factC[propNCaySe),vCdo),+Cs),advCnot),vCcome)],[aySe,gel,+CmA),+Cz)],234,1.0)
factC[propNCali),vCdo),+Cs),advCnot),vCcome)],[ali,gel,+CmA),+Cz)],235,1.0)
factC[pronCD,vCam),advCnot),vCcome),+CPROG)],[gel,+CmA),+CHyor),+CyHm)],236,1.0)
factC[pronCyou),vCare),advCnot),vCcome),+CPROG)],[gel,+CmA),+CHyor),+CZHn)],237,1.0)
factC[pronChe),vCis),advCnot),vCcome),+CPROG)],[gel,+CmA),+CHyor)],238,1.0)
factC[propNCaySe),vCis),advCnot),vCcome),+CPROG)],[aySe,gel,+CmA),+CHyor)],239,1.0)
factC[propNCali),vCis),advCnot),vCcome),+CPROG)],[ali,gel,+CmA),+CHyor)],240,1.0)
factC[pronCwe),vCare),advCnot),vCcome),+CPROG)],[gel,+CmA),+CHyor),+CyHz)],241,1.0)
factC[pron2plCyou),vCare),advCnot),vCcome),+CPROG)],[gel,+CmA),+CHyor),+CZHnHz)],242,1.0)
factC[pronCthey),vCare),advCnot),vCcome),+CPROG)],[gel,+CmA),+CHyor),+ClAr)],243,1.0)
factC[pronCD,vCdo),+CPAST),advCnot),vCcome)],[gel,+CmA),+CDH),+Cm)],244,1.0)
factC[pronCyou),vCdo), + CPAST),advCnot),vCcome)] ,[gel, + CmA), + CDH), + Cn)],245,0.5)
factC[pronChe),vCdo),+CPAST),advCnot),vCcome)],[gel,+CmA),+CDH)],246,1.0)
factC[propNCaySe),vCdo),+CPAST),advCnot),vCcome)],[aySe,gel,+CmA),+CDH)],247,1.0)
factC[propNCali),vCdo),+CPAST),advCnot),vCcome)],[ali,gel,+CmA),+CDH)],248,1.0)
factC[pronCwe),vCdo),+CPAST),advCnot),vCcome)],[gel,+CmA),+CDH),+Ck)],249,1.0)
factC[pronCyou),vCdo),+CPAST),advCnot),vCcome)],[gel,+CmA),+CDH),+CnHz)],250,0.5)
factC[pronCthey),vCdo),+CPAST),advCnot),vCcome)],[gel,+CmA),+CDH),+ClAr)],251,1.0)
factC[pronCD,vCdo),advCnot),vCcome)],[gel,+CmA),+CHm)],210,0.5)
f a c t C [ p r o n C y o u ) , v C d o ) , a d v C n o t ) , v C c o m e ) ] , [ g e l , + C m A ) , + C z s H n ) ] , 2 1 1 , 0 . 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 )  
f a c t C [ p r o n C w e ) , v C d o ) , a d v C n o t ) , v C c o m e ) ] , [ g e l , + C m A ) , + C y H z ) ] , 2 1 2 , 0 . 5 )  
f a c t C [ p r o n 2 p l C y o u ) , v C d o ) , a d v C n o t ) , v C c o m e ) ] , [ g e l , + C m A ) , + C z s H n H z ) ] , 2 1 3 , 1 . 0 )  
f a c t C [ p r o n C t h e y ) , v C d o ) , a d v C n o t ) , v C c o m e ) ] , [ g e l , + C m A ) , + C z l A r ) ] , 2 1 4 , 0 . 5 )
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fact(Cpron(I),v(will),adv(not),v(come)],[gel,+(mA),+(yAcAk),+(yHm)],215,1.0) 
fact([pron(you),v(will),adv(not),v(come)],[gel,+(mA),+(yAcAk),+(ZHn)],216,1.0) 
fact([pron(he),v(will),adv(not),v(come)],[gel,+(mA),+(yAcAk)3,217,1.0) 
iact([propN(aySe),v(will),adv(not),v(come)],[aySe,gel,+(mA),+(yAcAk)],218,1.0) 
fact(CpropN(ali),v(will),adv(not),v(come)],[ali,gel,+(mA),+(yAcAk)],219,1.0) 
fact([pron(we),v(will),adv(not),v(come)],[gel,+(mA),+(yAcAk),+(yHz)],220,1.0) 
rule([[pron(he),v(do)],1,Cadv(not),v(come)]],[Cgel,+(mA)],1],221,1.0) 
rule([1,[v(do),+(s),adv(not),v(come)]],[1,Cgel,+(mA),+(z)]],2 2 2,0 .6666 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6) 
fact(Cv(do), + (s),adv(not),v(come)],[gel, + (mA), + (z)] ,223,1.0)
rule([[propN(aySe),v(do)],1,[adv(not),v(come)]],[[aySe,gel,+(mA)],1],224,1.0) 
rule([[propN(ali),v(do)],1,[adv(not),v(come)]],[[ali,gel,+(mA)],1],225,1.0) 
rule([1,[v(are),adv(not),v(come),+(PR0G)]],[[gel,+(mA),+(Hyor)],1],226,1.0) 
iact([v(are),adv(not),v(come),+(PR0G)],[gel,+(mA),+(Hyor)],227,1.0)
rule([1,[v(is),adv(not),v(come),+(PR0G)]],[1,[gel,+(mA),+(Hyor)]],2 2 8,0 .6666666666666666)
fact([v(is),adv(not),v(come), + (PR0G)3,[gel, + (mA), + (Hyor)] ,229,1.0)
rule([1,Cv(do),+(PAST),adv(not),v(come)]],[[gel,+(mA),+(DH)],1],230,0.625)
fact([v(do),+(PAST),adv(not),v(come)],[gel,+(mA),+(DH)],231,1.0)
rule([1,[v(do),+(PAST),adv(not),v(come)3],[1,[gel,+(mA),+(DH)]],232,0.25)
rule([1,[v(do),adv(not),v(come)]],C[gel,+(niA)],1],139,1.0)
iact([v(do),adv(not),v(come)],[gel,+(mA)],140,1.0)
rule([[pron(you),v(are)],1,[+(PR0G)]],[1,[+(Hyor),+(ZHn)]],141,1.0)
rule([[pron(he),v(is)],1,C+(PR0G)]],[1,C+(Hyor)]],142,1.0)
rule([[propN(aySe),v(is)],1,[+(PR0G)]],[[aySe],1,[+(Hyor)]],143,1.0)
rule([[propN(ali),v(is)],1,[+(PR0G)]],[Cali],1,[+(Hyor)]] ,144,1.0)
rule([[pron(we),v(are)],1,[+(PR0G)]],[1,[+(Hyor),+(yHz)]],145,1.0)
rule([[pron2pl(you),v(are)],1,[+(PR0G)]],[1,[+(Hyor),+(ZHnHz)]],146,1.0)
rule([[pron(they),v(are)],1,[+(PR0G)]],[1,[+(Hyor), + (lAr)]] ,147,1.0)
rule([[pron(I)],1,[adv(not),v(come)]],[[gel,+(mA)],1],148,1.0)
rule([[pron(I),v(am)],1,[+(PR0G)]],[1,[+(Hyor),+(yHm)]],149,1.0)
rule([[pron(you)],1,[adv(not),v(come)]],[[gel,+(mA)l,1],150,1.0)
rule([[pron(he),v(do),+(s)],1,[]],[1,[+(z)]],151,1.0)
rule([[pron(he),v(do),+(s)],1,[]],[[],1,[+(z)]],152,1.0)
fact([pron(he),v(do),+(s)],[+(z)],153,1.0)
rule([[pron(he),v(do),+(s)],1],[1,[+(z)]],154,1.0)
rule([[pron(he)],1,[adv(not),v(come)]],[[gel,+(mA)],1],155,1.0)
rule([[pron(he),v(do),+(s)],!],[[],1,[+(z)]],156,1.0)
rule([[propN(aySe),v(do),+(s)],1,[]],[[aySe],1,[+(z)3],157,1.0)
rule([[pron(I),v(am)],1,[+(PR0G)]],[[],1,[+(Hyor),+(yHm)]],158,1.0)
rule([[pron(you),v(are)],1,[+(PR0G)]],[[],!,[+(Hyor),+(ZHn)]],159,1.0)
rule([[pron(he),v(is)],1,[+(PR0G)]],[[],!,[+(Hyor)]] ,160,1.0)
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rule([[pron(we),v(are)],1,[+(PR0G)]],[□ ,1,C+(Hyor), + (yHz)]],161,1.0)
rule([[pron2pl(you),v(are)],1,[+(PROG)]],[ □ ,1,[+(Hyor), + (ZHnHz)]],162,1.0)
rule([[pron(they),v(are)],1,[+(PR0G)]],[[],!,[+(Hyor),+(lAr)]],163,1.0)
rule([1,Cv(do)],2,[adv(iiot),v(come)]],[1,Cgel, + (mA)] ,2],164,0.36363636363636365)
rule([CpropN(aySe),v(do),+(s)],1],[CaySe],1,[+(z)]],165,1.0)
rule([[propN(aySe)],1,[adv(not),v(come)]],[[aySe,gel,+(mA)],1],166,1.0)
rule([[propN(ali),v(do),+(s)],!,[]],[Cali],1,C+(z)]],167,1.0)
rule([[propN(ali),v(do),+(s)],1],[[ali],1,C+(z)]],168,1.0)
rule(CCpropN(ali)],1,[adv(not),v(come)]],[[ali,gel,+(mA)],1],169,1.0)
rule([1,Cadv(not),v(come),+(PR0G)]],[[gel, + (mA), + (Hyor)],1] ,170,0.625)
fact([adv(not),v(come),+(PR0G)],[gel,+(mA),+(Hyor)],171,1.0)
rule([[pron(you),v(do),+(PAST)],1,[]],[1,C+(DH),+(n)]],172,0.5)
rule([[pron(he),v(do),+(PAST)],1,[]],[1,C+(DH)]],173,1.0)
rule([[propN(aySe),v(do), + (PAST)],1,[]],[[aySe] ,1,[+(DH)]3,174,1.0)
rule([[propN(ali),v(do),+(PAST)],1,[]],[[ali],1,[+(DH)]],175,1.0)
rule([[pron(we),v(do),+(PAST)],1,[]],[1,[+(DH),+(k)]],176,1.0)
rule([[pron(you),v(do),+(PAST)],!,[]],[!,[+(DH),+(nHz)]],177,0.5)
rule([[pron(they),v(do),+(PAST)],1,[]],[1,[+(DH),+(lAr)]],178,1.0)
rule([[pron(I),v(do),+(PAST)],1,[]],[1,C+(DH), + (m)]] ,179,1.0)
rule([[pron(D,v(do),+(PAST)],1,[]],[[],1,[+(DH),+(m)]],180,1.0)
rule([[pron(you),v(do),+(PAST)],1,[]],[[],1,[+(DH),+(n)]],181,0.5)
rule([[pron(he),v(do),+(PAST)],1,[]],[[],1,[+(DH)]],182,1.0)
rule([[pron(we),v(do),+(PAST)],!,[]],[[],1,[+(DH),+(k)]],183,1.0)
rule([[pron(you),v(do),+(PAST)],1,[]],[[],1,[+(DH),+(nHz)]],184,0.5)
rule([[pron(they),v(do),+(PAST)],1,[]],[[],!,[+(DH),+(lAr)]],185,1.0)
fact([pron(I),v(do),+(PAST)],[+(DH),+(m)],186,1.0)
rule ( [ [pron(I), V (do), + (PAST)] , 1] , [ 1, [+ (DH), + (m)] ] , 187,1.0)
rule([[pron(I),v(do),+(PAST)],1],[[],1,[+(DH),+(m)]],188,1.0)
fact([pron(you),v(do),+(PAST)],[+(DH),+(n)],189,0.5)
rule([[pron(you),v(do),+(PAST)],!],[!,[+(DH),+(n)]],190,0.5)
rule([[pron(you),v(do),+(PAST)],!],[[],!,[+(DH),+(n)]],191,0.5)
fact([pron(he),v(do),+(PAST)],[+(DH)],192,1.0)
rule([[pron(he),v(do),+(PAST)],!],[!,[+(DH)]],193,1.0)
rule([[pron(he),v(do),+(PAST)],1],[[],1,[+(DH)]],194,1.0)
rule([[propN(aySe),v(do),+(PAST)],1],[[aySe],1,[+(DH)]],195,1.0)
rule([[propN(ali),v(do),+(PAST)],1],[[ali],1,[+(DH)]],196,1.0)
fact([pron(we),v(do), + (PAST)], [+(DH), + (k)],197,1.0)
rule([[pron(we),v(do),+(PAST)],!],[!,[+(DH),+(k)]],198,1.0)
rule([[pron(we),v(do),+(PAST)],1],[[],1,[+(DH),+(k)]],199,1.0)
rule([[pron(we)],1,[adv(not),v(come)]],[[gel,+(mA)],1],200,1.0)
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fact([pron(you),v(do),+(PAST)],[+(DH),+(nHz)],201,0.5) 
rule([[pron(you),v(do),+(PAST)],1],[1,[+(DH),+(nHz)]],202,0.5) 
rule([[pron(you),v(do),+(PAST)],1],[[],1,[+(DH),+(uHz)]3,203,0.5) 
fact([pron(they),v(do),+(PAST)],[+(DH),+(lAr)],204,1.0) 
rule([Cpron(they),v(do),+(PAST)],1],[1,C+(DH),+(lAr)]],205,1.0) 
rule(C[pron(they),v(do),+(PAST)],1],[[],1,[+(DH),+(1Ar)]],206,1.0) 
rule([1,[v(will),adv(not),v(come)]],[[gel,+(mA),+(yAcAk)],1],207,0.5) 
fact([v(will),adv(not),v(come)],[gel,+(mA),+(yAcAk)],208,1.0)
rule([1,Cv(will),adv(not),v(come)]],[1,[gel,+(mA),+(yAcAk)]],209,0.3333333333333333)
fact([adv(not),v(come)],[gel,+(mA)],54,1.0)
rule([[pron(I),v(do)],1,[]],[1,[+(Hm)]],55,0.5)
rule([[pron(I),v(do)],1,[]],[[],1,[+(Hm)]],56,0.5)
fact([pron(D,v(do)],[+(Hm)],57,0.5)
fact([pron(you),v(will)],[+(yAcAk),+(ZHn)],58,1.0)
rule([1,[adv(not),v(come)]],[[gel,+(mA)],1],59,1.0)
rule([[pron(D,v(do)],!],[!,[+(Hm)]],60,0.5)
rule([[pron(you),v(will)],!],[!,[+(yAcAk),+(ZHn)]],61,1.0)
fact([pron(he),v(will)],[+(yAcAk)],62,1.0)
rule([[pron(he),v(will)],!],[!,[+(yAcAk)]],63,1.0)
rule([[pron(I),v(do)],!],[[],!,[+(Hm)]],64,0.5)
rule([[propN(aySe),v(will)],1],[[aySe],1,[+(yAcAk)]],65,l!0)
rule([[propN(ali),v(will)],1],[[ali],1,[+(yAcAk)]],66,1.0)
fact([pron(we),v(will)],[+(yAcAk),+(yHz)],67,1.0)
rule([[pron(we),v(will)],!],[!,[+(yAcAk),+(yHz)]],68,1.0)
rule([[pron(you),v(do)],!,[]],[1,[+(zsHn)]] ,69,0.3333333333333333)
rule([[pron(you),v(do)],1,[]],[[],1,[+(zsHn)]],70,0.3333333333333333)
fact([pron(you),v(do)],[+(zsHn)],71,0.3333333333333333)
fact([pron(I),v(will)],[+(yAcAk),+(yHm)],72,1.0)
rule([[pron(you),v(do)],1],[1,[+(zsHn)]],73,0.3333333333333333)
rule([[pron(I),v(will)],!],[!,[+(yAcAk),+(yHm)]],74,1.0)
rule([[pron(you),v(do)],1],[[],1,[+(zsHn)]],75,0.3333333333333333)
fact([v(do),+(s)],[+(z)],76,1.0)
rule([l,[v(do),+(s)],2,[]],[1,2,[+(z)]],77,1.0)
rule([l,[v(is)],2,[+(PR0G)]],[1,2,[+(Hyor)]],78,1.0)
fact([propN(aySe),v(do)],[aySe],79,1.0)
rule([[pron(I),v(will)],1], [[],1,[+(yAcAk), + (yHm)]],80,1.0) 
rule([[pron(you),v(will)],1],[[],1,[+(yAcAk),+(ZHn)]],81,1.0) 
rule([[pron(he),v(will)],1],[[],1,[+(yAcAk)]],82,1.0) 
rule([l,[v(do),+(s)],2],[1,2,[+(z)]],83,1.0)
rule([l,2,[adv(not),v(come)]],[1,[gel,+(mA)],2],84,0.26666666666666666)
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rule(C[pron(we),v(will)],1],[[],1,[+(yAcAk),+(yHz)]],85,1.0)
fact([propN(ali),v(do)],[all],86,1.0)
rule([[pron(we),v(do)],1,[]],Cl,C+(yHz)]],87,0.5)
ruleCCCpron(we),v(do)],l,[]],[[],!,C+(yHz)]],88,0.5)
fact(Cpron(we),v(do)],C+(yHz)],89,0.5)
rule(CCpron(we),v(do)],!],[!,C+(yHz)]],90,0.5)
rule(CCpron(we),v(do)],!],[[],!,C+(yHz)]],91,0.5)
rule(C[pron2pl(you),v(do)],!,[]],[!,C+(zsHnHz)]],92,1.0)
rule(CCpron2pl(you),v(do)],!,[]],[[],!,[+(zsHnHz)3],93,1.0)
fact(Cprou2pl(you),v(do)],[+(zsHnHz)3,94,1.0)
rule([[pron2pl(you),v(do)],!],[!,C+(zsHnHz)]],95,1.0)
rule([[pron2pl(you),v(do)],!],[[],!,[+(zsHnHz)]] ,96,1.0)
rule(CCpron(they),v(do)],!,[]],[!,C+(zlAr)3],97,0.5)
rule(CCpron(they),v(do)],!,[]],[[],1,C+(zlAr)]],98,0.5)
fact(Cpron(they),v(do)],C+(zlAr)],99,0.5)
rule([[pron(they),v(do)],1],[1,C+(zlAr)] ],100,0.5)
rule([[pron(they),v(do)],!],[[],!,C+(zlAr)]],101,0.5)
f act([proud) ,v(am)] , [+(yHm)] ,102,1.0)
fact(Cpron(you),v(are)],[+(ZHn)3,103,1.0)
rule([[pron(I),v(am)],!],[!,[+(yHm)]],104,1.0)
rule([[pron(you),v(are)],!],[!,C+(ZHn)]],105,1.0)
rule([[proud) ,v(am)] ,1] ,[[],!, [+(yHm)]] ,106,1.0)
rule([[propN(aySe),v(is)],1],[[aySe],1, □],107,1.0)
rule([[propN(ali),v(is)],1],[[ali],!,[]],108,1.0)
fact([prou(we),v(are)],C+(yHz)],109,1.0)
rule([[prou(we),v(are)],!],[!,C+(yHz)]],110,1.0)
f act ( [prou2pl(you), v(cire)] , [+(ZHuHz)] ,111,1.0)
rule([[prou2pl(you),v(are)],!],[!,[+(ZHuHz)3],112,1.0)
fact([prou(they),v(are)],[+(lAr)],113,1.0)
rule([[prou(they),v(are)],1],[1,C+(lAr)]],114,1.0)
rule([l,[v(am)],2,[+(PR0G)]3,[1,C+(Hyor)],2] ,115,1.0)
rule([[prou(you),v(will)],1,[]],[1,C+(yAcAk), + (ZHu)]] ,116,1.0)
rule([[prou(he),v(will)],1,[]],[1,[+(yAcAk)3],117,1.0)
rule([[propN(aySe),v(will)],1,[]],[[aySe],1,C+(yAcAk)]],118,1.0)
rule([[propN(ali),v(will)],1,[]],[[ali],1,C+(yAcAk)]],119,1.0)
rule([[prou(we),v(will)],1,[]],[1,[+(yAcAk),+(yHz)]],120,1.0)
rule([[prou(you),v(are)],1],[[],1,[+(ZHu)]],121,1.0)
rule([[proud) ,v(will)] ,1, []] , [1, [+(yAcAk) , + (yHm)]] ,122,1.0)
rule([l,[v(are)],2,[+(PR0G)3],[1,[+(Hyor)],2],123,1.0)
rule([[prou(we),v(are)],1],[[],1,C+(yHz)]],124,1.0)
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rule([Cpron2pl(you),v(are)],1],C G ,1,C+(ZHnHz)]],125,1.0)
rule( [Cpron(they) ,v(are)] ,!],[□,!, [+(lAr)3] , 126,1.0)
ruleCl, Cv(do), + (PAST)] ,2, □] , [1,2, [+(DH)]] , 127,1.0)
rule([[pron(I),v(will)],1,[]],[[],1,C+(yAcAk),+(yHm)]],128,1.0)
rule([[pron(you),v(will)],1,[]],[[],1,[+(yAcAk),+(ZHn)]],129,1.0)
rule([Cpron(he),v(will)],!,[]],[[],1,C+(yAcAk)]],130,1.0)
rule([[pron(we),v(will)],1,[]],[[],1,[+(yAcAk), + (yHz)]] ,131,1.0)
rule([l,[v(do),+(PAST)],2,[]],[1,[+(DH)],2],132,0.625)
fact([v(do),+(PAST)],[+(DH),+(m)],133,0.125)
fact([v(do), + (PAST)], [+(DH), + (n)],134,0.125)
iact([v(do),+(PAST)],[+(DH)],135,1.0)
rule([l,Cv(do),+(PAST)],2],[1,2,[+(DH)]],136,1.0)
fact([v(do),+(PAST)],[+(DH),+(k)],137,0.125)
iact([v(do),+(PAST)],C+(DH),+(nHz)],138,0.125)
fact([pron(I)3,[+(Hm)3,1,0.25)
fact([pron(you)],[+(zsHn)],2,0.2)
rule([[pron(I)],1],[1,[+(Hm)]],3,0.25)
rule([Cpron(you)],!],[!,C+(zsHn)]],4,0.2)
fact([pron(we)], [+(yHz)],5,0.75)
rule([[pron(we)],1],[1,C+(yHz)]],6,0.75)
fact([pron2pl(you)],C+(zsHnHz)],7,0.5)
rule([[pron2pl(you)],!],[!,[+(zsHnHz)]],8,0.5)
fact([pron(they)],[+(zlAr)],9,0.3333333333333333)
rule([[pron(they)],1],[1,[+(zlAr)]],10,0.3333333333333333)
iact([v(do)3,[+(Hm)],11,0.0625)
iact([v(will)],C+(yAcAk),+(yHm)],12,0.16666666666666666) 
iact([v(do)],[+(zsHn)],13,0.0625)
fact([v(will)], [+(yAcAk), + (ZHn)],14,0.16666666666666666)
iact([+(s)],[+(z)],15,1.0)
iact([+(PAST)],[+(DH)],16,1.0)
iact([v(will)], [+(yAcAk)],17,1.0)
fact([propN(aySe)],[aySe],18,1.0)
fact([propN(ali)],[ali],19,1.0)
rule([[propN(aySe)],1],[[aySe],1],20,1.0)
rule([[propN(ali)],1],[[ali],1],21,1.0)
rule([l,[+(s)],2],[1,2,[+(z)]],22,1.0)
rule([l,[+(PAST)],2],[1,2,[+(DH)]],23,1.0)
rule([1,[v(will)],2],[1,2,[+(yAcAk)]],24,1.0)
fact([pron(I)], [+(yHm)],25,0.5)
rule([l,[v(will)],2,[]],[1,[+(yAcAk)],2],26,0.5)
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fact([pron(you)],[+(ZHn)],27,0.4)
rule([[pron(you)],1], [1,[+(ZHn)]],28,0.4)
fact([pron2pl(you)],[+(ZHnHz)],29,0.5)
rule([[pron2pl(you)],1],[1,[+(ZHnHz)]],30,0.5)
fact([pron(they)],[+(lAr)],31,0.6666666666666666)
rule([[pron(they)],1],[1,C+(lAr)]] ,32,0.6666666666666666)
ru le ([ l,C v (w ill)] ,2 ,[]] ,C l,2 ,[+ (y A c A k )]] ,3 3 ,1 .0 )
fact([pron(I)],[+(m)],34,0.25)
fact(Cpron(you)],[+(n)],35,0.2)
ruleCCCprond)] ,1] , [1, [+(m)]] ,36,0.25)
rule([[pron(you)],1],[1,[+(n)]],37,0.2)
rule([[pron(I)],1],[[],1,[+(m)]],38,0.25)
ru le([[p ropN (aySe)], 1 ] , [[aySe],1, □ ] ,3 9 ,1 .0 )
rule( [[propN(ali)],1],[[ali],!,[]] ,40,1.0)
fact([pron(we)],[+(k)],41,0.25)
rule([[pron(we)],1],[1,[+(k)]] ,42,0.25)
fact([pron(you)],[+(nHz)],43,0.2)
rule([[pron(you)],!],[!,C+(nHz)]],44,0.2)
rule([[pron(you)],1],[[],l,[+(n)]],45,0.2)
rule([[pron(we)],!],[[],!,[+(k)]],46,0.25)
rule([[pron(you)],1], [[],1,[+(nHz)]],47,0.2)
r u le ( [ [pronCthey) ] ,1 ] , [ [ ] ,1 ,  [+(lA r)]],48,0.6666666666666666)
fact([v(will)], [+(yAcAk), + (yHz)],49,0.16666666666666666)
rule([[pron(I)],1],Cl,[+(yHm)]],50,0.5)
rule([[pron(I)],1],[[],1,[+(yHm)]],51,0.5)
rule([[pron(you)],!],[[],!,C+(ZHn)]],52,0.4)
rule([[pron(we)],!],[[],!,C+(yHz)]],53,0.75)
Templates are ordered according to the number of terminals in the source language. There­
fore, we need to order these templates in two ways, one for English and one for Turkish, since 
the translation process is bidirectional. The above templates are ordered according to English. 
The templates below are ordered according to Turkish:
fact(CpropN(aySe),v(do),+(s),adv(not),v(come)],[aySe,gel,+(mA),+(z)],231,1.0) 
fact(CpropN(ali),v(do),+(s),adv(not),v(come)],[ali,gel,+(mA),+(z)],232,1.0) 
fact([pron(I),v(am),adv(not),v(come),+(PR0G)],Cgel,+(mA),+(Hyor),+(yHm)],233,1.0) 
fact(Cpron(you),v(are),adv(not),v(come),+(PR0G)],[gel,+(mA),+(Hyor),+(ZHn)],234,1.0) 
fact(CpropN(aySe),v(is),adv(not),v(come), + (PRGG)] ,[aySe,gel,+ (mA), + (Hyor)] ,235,1.0) 
fact(CpropN(ali),v(is),adv(not),v(come),+(PR0G)],[ali,gel,+(mA),+(Hyor)],236,1.0) 
fact( [pron(we) ,v(are) ,adv(not),v(come) , + (PR0G)] , [gel, + (itiA) , + (Hyor) , + (yHz)] ,237,1.0) 
fact(Cpron2pl(you),v(are),adv(not),v(come),+(PR0G)],Cgel,+(mA),+(Hyor),+(ZHnHz)],238,1.0)
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fact(Cpron(they),v(are),adv(not),v(come),+(PR0G)],[gel,+(mA),+(Hyor),+(lAr)],239,1.0)
fact( [pron(I) ,v(do) , +(PAST),adv(not) ,v(come)] , [gel, + (itiA) , + (DH) , + (m)] ,240,1.0)
fact([pron(you),v(do),+(PAST),adv(not),v(come)],[gel,+(mA),+(DH),+(n)],241,1.0)
fact([propN(aySe),v(do), + (PAST),adv(not),v(come)] ,[aySe,gel,+ (mA), + (DH)],242,1.0)
fact([propN(all),v(do),+(PAST),adv(not),v(come)],[ali,gel,+(mA),+(DH)],243,1.0)
fact([pron(we),v(do),+(PAST),adv(not),v(come)],[gel,+(mA),+(DH),+(k)],244,1.0)
fact( [pron(you) ,v(do) , + (PAST) ,adv(not) ,v(come)] , [gel, + (itiA) , + (DH) , + (nHz)] ,245,1.0)
fact([pron(they),v(do), + (PAST),adv(not),v(come)] ,[gel, + (mA), + (DH), + (lAr)],246,1.0)
fact([pron(I),v(will),adv(not),v(come)],[gel,+(mA),+(yAcAk),+(yHm)],247,1.0)
f act ( [pron(you), v(will), adv (not), v(coitie)] , [gel, + (itiA) , + (yAcAk) , + (ZHn)] ,248,1.0)
fact([propN(aySe),v(will),adv(not),v(come)],[aySe,gel,+(mA),+(yAcAk)],249,1.0)
fact([propN(ali),v(will),adv(not),v(come)],[ali,gel,+(mA),+(yAcAk)],250,1.0)
fact([pron(we),v(will),adv(not),v(come)],[gel,+(mA),+(yAcAk),+(yHz)],251,1.0)
fact([pron(I),v(do),adv(not),v(come)],[gel,+(mA),+(Hm)],204,1.0)
fact([pron(you),v(do),adv(not),v(come)],[gel,+(mA),+(zsHn)],205,1.0)
fact([pron(he),v(do),+(s),adv(not),v(come)],[gel,+(mA),+(z)],206,0.3333333333333333)
fact([pron(we),v(do),adv(not),v(come)],[gel, + (mA), + (yHz)] ,207,0.3333333333333333)
fact([pron2pl(you),v(do),adv(not),v(come)],[gel,+(mA),+(zsHnHz)],208,1.0)
fact([pron(they),v(do),adv(not),v(come)],[gel,+(mA),+(zlAr)],209,1.0)
fact([pron(he),v(is),adv(not),v(come), + (PR0G)] ,[gel, + (mA), + (Hyor)],210,0.125)
fact([pron(he),v(do),+(PAST),adv(not),v(come)],[gel,+(mA),+(DH)],211,0.125)
fact([pron(he),v(will),adv(not),v(come)],[gel,+(mA),+(yAcAk)],212,0.16666666666666666)
rule([l, [v(do) , + (s) ,adv(not) ,v(come)]] , [1, [gel, + (itiA) , + (z)]] ,213,1.0)
fact( [v(do) , + (s), adv (not) ,v(come)] , [gel, + (mA) , + (z)],214,1.0)
rule([[propN(aySe),v(do)],1,[adv(not),v(come)]],[[aySe,gel,+(mA)],1],215,0.5)
rule([[propN(aySe)],1,[adv(not),v(come)]],[[aySe,gel,+(mA)],1],216,1.0)
rule([[propN(ali),v(do)],1,[adv(not),v(come)]],[[ali,gel,+(mA)],1],217,0.5)
rule([[propN(ali)],1,[adv(not),v(come)]],[[ali,gel, + (mA)] ,1],218,1.0)
rule([1,[adv(not),v(come),+(PR0G)]],[[gel,+(mA),+(Hyor)],1],219,1.0)
fact([adv(not),v(come),+(PR0G)],[gel,+(mA),+(Hyor)],220,1.0)
rule([1,[v(are),adv(not),v(come), + (PR0G)]],[[gel, + (mA), + (Hyor)] ,1],221,0.8)
fact([v(are),adv(not),v(come),+(PR0G)],[gel,+(mA),+(Hyor)],222,0.5)
rule([l,[v(is),adv(not),v(come),+(PR0G)]],[1,[gel,+(mA),+(Hyor)]],223,1.0)
fact([v(is),adv(not),v(come),+(PR0G)],[gel,+(mA),+(Hyor)],224,0.375)
rule([1,[v(do),+(PAST),adv(not),v(come)]],[[gel,+(mA),+(DH)],1],225,1.0)
fact([v(do),+(PAST),adv(not),v(come)],[gel,+(mA),+(DH)],226,1.0)
rule([1,[v(do),+(PAST),adv(not),v(come)]],[1,[gel,+(mA),+(DH)]],227,1.0)
rule([1,[v(will),adv(not),v(come)]],[[gel,+(mA),+(yAcAk)],1],228,1.0)
fact([v(will),adv(not),v(come)],[gel,+(mA),+(yAcAk)],229,1.0)
rule([l,[v(will),adv(not),v(come)]],[1,[gel,+(mA),+(yAcAk)]],230,1.0)
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rule([1,[v(do),adv(not),v(come)]],[Cgel,+(mA)],1],122,0.5333333333333333) 
fact([v(do),adv(not),v(come)],[gel,+(mA)],123,0.5333333333333333) 
fact([adv(not),v(come)],Cgel,+(mA)],124,1.0)
ruleC[[pron(you),v(are)],1,C+(PR0G)]],[1,[+(Hyor),+(ZHn)]],125,1.0) 
rule([[propN(aySe),v(is)],1,[+(PR0G)]],[[aySe],1,[+(Hyor)]],126,1.0) 
rule([CpropN(ali),v(is)],1,[+(PR0G)]],[[all],1,C+(Hyor)]],127,1.0) 
rule([[pron(we),v(are)],1,[+(PR0G)]],[1,[+(Hyor),+(yHz)]],128,1.0) 
rule([[pron2pl(you),v(are)],1,[+(PR0G)]],[1,[+(Hyor),+(ZHuHz)]],129,1.0) 
rule([Cpron(they),v(are)],1,[+(PR0G)]],[1,[+(Hyor),+(lAr)]],130,1.0) 
fact([v(will)],[+(yAcAk),+(yHm)],131,1.0)
rule([[pron(I)],1,[adv(not),v(come)]],[[gel,+(mA)],1],132,0.13333333333333333)
fact([pron(you),v(will)], [+(yAcAk), + (ZHn)],133,1.0)
rule([1,[adv(not),v(come)]],[Cgel,+(mA)],1],134,1.0)
rule([[pron(you),v(will)],!],[!,[+(yAcAk),+(ZHn)]],135,1.0)
rule([[propN(aySe),v(will)],1],[[aySe],1,[+(yAcAk)]] ,136,1.0)
rule([CpropN(ali),v(will)],1],[[ali],1,C+(yAcAk)]],137,1.0)
iact([pron(we),v(will)],[+(yAcAk),+(yHz)],138,1.0)
rule([[pron(we),v(will)],!],[!,[+(yAcAk),+(yHz)]],139,1.0)
rule([[pron(I),v(am)],1,[+(PR0G)]],[1,[+(Hyor),+(yHm)]],140,1.0)
iact([pron(I),v(will)],[+(yAcAk),+(yHm)],141,1.0)
rule(C[pron(I),v(will)],!],[!, [+(yAcAk), + (yHm)]],142,1.0)
fact([v(will)],[+(yAcAk),+(ZHn)],143,1.0)
rule([[pron(you)],1,Cadv(not),v(come)]],[[gel,+(mA)],1],144,0.16666666666666666)
rule([[pron(he),v(do)],1,[adv(not),v(come)]],[[gel,+(mA)],1],145,0.06666666666666667)
rule([[pron(he)],1,[adv(not),v(come)]],C[gel,+(mA)],1],146,0.13333333333333333)
rule([[propN(aySe),v(do), + (s)],1,[]],[[aySe],1,[+(z)]] ,147,1.0)
rule([[pron(I),v(am)],1,[+(PR0G)]],[[],!,[+(Hyor),+(yHm)]],148,1.0)
rule([[pron(you),v(are)],1,[+(PR0G)]],[[],!,[+(Hyor),+(ZHn)]],149,1.0)
rule([[pron(we),v(are)],1,[+(PR0G)]],[□,!,C+(Hyor),+(yHz)]],150,1.0)
rule([[pron2pl(you),v(are)],1,[+(PR0G)]],[[],!,[+(Hyor),+(ZHnHz)]],151,1.0)
rule([[pron(they),v(are)],1,[+(PR0G)]3,[[],!,[+(Hyor),+(lAr)]],152,1.0)
rule([l,[v(do)],2,[adv(not),v(come)]],[1,[gel,+(mA)],2],153,0.5)
rule([[propN(aySe),v(do),+(s)],1],[[aySe],1,[+(z)]],154,1.0)
rule([Cpron(I),v(will)],1],[[],1,[+(yAcAk),+(yHm)]],155,1.0)
rule([[pron(you),v(will)],!],[[],!,[+(yAcAk),+(ZHn)]],156,1.0)
rule([1,2,Cadv(not),v(come)]], [1,[gel, + (mA)],2],157,1.0)
rule([Cpron(we),v(will)],1],[[],1,C+(yAcAk),+(yHz)]],158,1.0)
rule([[propN(ali),v(do), + (s)],!,[]],[[ali],1,[+(z)]] ,159,1.0)
rule([[propN(ali),v(do),+(s)],1],[[ali],1,[+(z)]],160,1.0)
rule([[pron(you),v(do),+(PAST)],1,[]],[1,[+(DH),+(n)]],161,1.0)
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rule([[propN(aySe),v(do),+(PAST)].1,[]],[CaySe],1.[+(DH)]3,162,1.0) 
rule([[propN(ali),v(do),+(PAST)],!,[]],[Cali],1,C+(DH)]],163,1.0) 
rule([[pron(we),v(do),+(PAST)],!,[]],Cl,[+(DH),+(k)]],164,1.0) 
rule([[pron(you),v(do),+(PAST)],1,[]],[1,C+(DH),+(nHz)]],165,1.0) 
rule([[pron(they),v(do),+(PAST)],l,[]],[l,[+(DH),+(lAr)]],166,1.0) 
rule(CCpron(you),v(will)],1,[]],[1,C+(yAcAk),+(ZHn)]],167,1.0) 
rule([[propN(aySe),v(will)],!,[]],CCaySe],1,C+(yAcAk)]] ,168,1.0) 
rule([[propN(ali),v(will)],!,[]],CCali],1,C+(yAcAk)]],169,1.0) 
rule([[pron(we),v(will)],!,[]],[!,C+(yAcAk),+(yHz)]],170,1.0) 
rule( C[proud) ,v(do) , + (PAST)] ,1, []] , [1, [+(DH) , + (m)]] , 171,1.0) 
rule( [[proud) ,v(will)] , 1, []] , [1, [+(yAcAk) , + (yHm)]] , 172,1.0) 
rule([[prou(I),v(do),+(PAST)],1,[]],[[],1,[+(DH),+(m)]],173,1.0) 
rule([[prou(you),v(do),+(PAST)],1,[]],[[],1,[+(DH),+(u)]],174,1.0) 
rule([[prou(we),v(do),+(PAST)],1,[]],[[],1,[+(DH),+(k)]],175,1.0) 
rule([[prou(you),v(do),+(PAST)],!,[]],[[],1,[+(DH),+(uHz)]],176,1.0) 
rule([[prou(they),v(do),+(PAST)],1,[]],[[],1,[+(DH),+(lAr)]],177,1.0) 
rule([[prou(I),v(will)],1,[]],[[],1,C+(yAcAk),+(yHm)]],178,1.0) 
rule([[prou(you),v(will)],1,[]],[[],1,[+(yAcAk),+(ZHn)]],179,1.0) 
rule([[prou(we),v(will)],1,[]],[[],1,C+(yAcAk),+(yHz)]],180,1.0) 
fact([v(do),+(PAST)],[+(DH),+(m)],181,1.0) 
lact( [proud) ,v(do) , + (PAST)] , [+(DH) ,+(m)] ,182,1.0) 
rule( [[proud) ,v(do) , + (PAST)] ,!],[!, [+(DH) , + (m)]] ,183,1.0) 
rule([[prou(I),v(do),+(PAST)],1],[[],1,[+(DH),+(m)]],184,1.0) 
fact([prou(you),v(do),+(PAST)],[+(DH),+(u)],185,1.0) 
rule([[prou(you),v(do),+(PAST)],!],[!,[+(DH),+(u)]],186,1.0) 
fact([v(do),+(PAST)],[+(DH),+(u)],187,1.0)
rule([[prou(you),v(do),+(PAST)],1],[[],1,C+(DH),+(u)3],188,1.0) 
rule([[propN(aySe),v(do),+(PAST)3,1],[[aySe],1,[+(DH)]],189,1.0) 
rule([[propN(ali),v(do),+(PAST)],1],[[ali],1,[+(DH)]],190,1.0) 
fact([prou(we),v(do),+(PAST)],[+(DH),+(k)],191,1.0) 
rule([[prou(we),v(do),+(PAST)],1],[1,[+(DH),+(k)]],192,1.0) 
rule([[prou(we),v(do),+(PAST)],1],[[],1,[+(DH),+(k)]],193,1.0) 
fact([v(do),+(PAST)],[+(DH),+(k)],194,1.0) 
fact([v(will)],C+(yAcAk),+(yHz)],195,1.0)
rule([[prou(we)],1,[adv(uot),v(come)]],[[gel,+(mA)],1],196,0.13333333333333333) 
fact([prou(you),v(do),+(PAST)],[+(DH),+(uHz)],197,1.0) 
rule([[prou(you),v(do),+(PAST)],1],[1,[+(DH),+(uHz)]],198,1.0) 
fact([v(do),+(PAST)],[+(DH),+(uHz)],199,1.0)
rule([[prou(you),v(do),+(PAST)],!],[[],1,[+(DH),+(uHz)3],200,1.0) 
fact([prou(they),v(do),+(PAST)],[+(DH),+(lAr)],201,1.0)
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rule([[pron(they),v(do),+(PAST)],1],[1,[+(DH),+(lAr)]],202,1.0)
rule([[pron(they),v(do),+(PAST)],l],[[],1,C+(DH),+(lAr)]],203,1.0)
fact([pron(I)],[+(Hm)],1,1.0)
fact([pron(you)],C+(zsHn)],2,1.0)
rule([[pron(I)],!],[!,[+(Hm)]],3,1.0)
rule([[pron(you)],!],[!,[+(zsHn)]],4,1.0)
iact([pron(we)],[+(yHz)],5,1.0)
rule(C[pron(we)],1],[1,[+(yHz)]],6,1.0)
fact(Cpron2pl(you)],[+(zsHnHz)],7,1.0)
rule(C[pron2pl(you)],!],[!,[+(zsHnHz)]],8,1.0)
fact([pron(they)],[+(zlAr)],9,1.0)
rule([[pron(they)],!],[!,[+(zlAr)]],10,1.0)
rule([[pron(I),v(do)],1,[]],[1,C+(Hm)]],11,1.0)
rule([Cpron(he),v(is)],1,[+(PR0G)]],[1,[+(Hyor)]],12,0.125)
rule([[pron(I),v(do)],!,[]],[[],1,[+(Hm)]],13,1.0)
fact([v(do)],[+(Hm)],14,1.0)
fact(Cpron(I),v(do)],[+(Hm)],15,1.0)
rule([[proud) ,v(do)] ,1] , [1, C+(Hm)]] ,16,1.0)
iact([pron(he),v(will)],[+(yAcAk)],17,0.16666666666666666)
rule([[pron(he),v(will)],1],[1,[+(yAcAk)]],18,0.16666666666666666)
rule([[proud),v(do)] ,1] , [□ ,1, [+(Hni)]] ,19,1.0)
rule([[prou(you),v(do)],!,[]],[1,[+(zsHu)]] ,20,1.0)
rule([[prou(you),v(do)],!,[]],[[],1,[+(zsHu)]],21,1.0)
fact([prou(you),v(do)],[+(zsHu)],22,1.0)
rule([[prou(you),v(do)],!],[!,[+(zsHu)]],23,1.0)
fact([v(do)], [+(zsHu)],24,1.0)
rule([[prou(you),v(do)],1],[[],1,[+(zsHu)]],25,1.0) 
rule([[prou(he),v(do),+(s)],1,[]],[1,[+(z)]],26,0.3333333333333333) 
rule([[prou(he),v(do),+(s)],1,[]],[[],1,[+(z)]],27,0.3333333333333333) 
fact([+(s)], [+(z)],28,1.0) 
fact([+(PAST)],[+(DH)],29,1.0)
fact([prou(he),v(do),+(s)],[+(z)],30,0.3333333333333333) 
rule([[prou(he),v(do),+(s)],1],[1,[+(z)]],31,0.3333333333333333) 
fact([v(do),+(s)],[+(z)],32,1.0) 
fact([v(will)],[+(yAcAk)],33,1.0)
rule([[prou(he),v(do),+(s)],1],[[],1,[+(z)]],34,0.3333333333333333)
fact([propN(aySe)],[aySe],35,1.0)
fact([propN(ali)],[all],36,1.0)
rule([[propN(aySe)],1],[[aySe],1],37,1.0)
rule([[propN(ali)],1],[[all],1],38,1.0)
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rule([Cpron(he),v(is)],1,[+(PR0G)]],[□,!,[+(Hyor)]] ,39,0.125)
rule([l,[v(do),+(s)],2,[]],[l,2,[+(z)]],40,1.0)
rule([l,[v(is)],2,[+(PR0G)]],[1,2,[+(Hyor)]] ,41,0.375)
fact([propN(aySe),v(do)],[aySe],42,0.5)
rule([1,[+(s)],2],[1,2,[+(z)]],43,1.0)
ruleCEl,[+(PAST)],2],[1,2,C+(DH)]],44,1.0)
rule([[pron(he),v(will)],1],[[],1,[+(yAcAk)]],45,0.16666666666666666) 
rule([l,[v(do),+(s)],2],[1,2,[+(z)]],46,1.0) 
rule([l,[v(will)],2],[1,2,[+(yAcAk)]],47,1.0) 
fact([propN(ali),v(do)],[ali],48,0.5)
rule([[pron(we),v(do)],1, []],[1,[+(yHz)]],49,0.3333333333333333)
rule([[pron(we),v(do)],1,[]],[[],1,[+(yHz)]],50,0.3333333333333333)
iact([pron(we),v(do)],[+(yHz)],51,0.3333333333333333)
rule([[pron(we),v(do)],1],[1,[+(yHz)]],52,0.3333333333333333)
rule([[pron(we),v(do)],!],[[],!,[+(yHz)]],53,0.3333333333333333)
rule([[pron2pl(you),v(do)],!,[]],[!,[+(zsHnHz)]],54,1.0)
rule([[pron2pl(you),v(do)],!,[]],[□ ,1,[+(zsHnHz)]],55,1.0)
fact([pron2pl(you),v(do)],[+(zsHnHz)],56,1.0)
rule([[pron2pl(you),v(do)],1],[1,[+(zsHnHz)]] ,57,1.0)
rule([[pron2pl(you),v(do)],!],[[],!,[+(zsHnHz)]],58,1.0)
rule([[pron(they),v(do)],1,[]],[1,[+(zlAr)]],59,1.0)
rule([[pron(they) ,v(do)] ,!,□],[□ , 1, [+(zlAr)]] ,60,1.0)
fact([pron(they),v(do)],[+(zlAr)],61,1.0)
rule([[pron(they),v(do)],!],[!,[+(zlAr)]],62,1.0)
rule([[pron(they),v(do)],!],[[],1,[+(zlAr)]],63,1.0)
fact([pron(I),v(am)],[+(yHm)],64,0.5)
iact([pron(you),v(are)],[+(ZHn)],65,0.5)
rule([[pron(I),v(am)],1],[1,[+(yHm)]],66,0.5)
rule([[pron(you),v(are)],!],[!,[+(ZHn)]],67,0.5)
rule([[pron(I),v(am)],1], [[],1,[+(yHm)]],68,0.5)
rule([[propN(aySe),v(is)],1],[[aySe],!,[]],69,0.25)
rule([[propN(ali),v(is)],1],[[ali],1, □],70,0.25)
iact([pron(we),v(are)],[+(yHz)],71,0.3333333333333333)
rule([[pron(we),v(are)],1],[1,[+(yHz)]],72,0.3333333333333333)
iact([pron2pl(you),v(are)],[+(ZHuHz)],73,1.0)
rule([[pron2pl(you),v(are)],1],[1,[+(ZHnHz)]],74,1.0)
fact([pron(they),v(are)],[+(lAr)],75,0.5)
rule([[pron(they),v(are)],1],[1,[+(lAr)]],76,0.5)
rule([[prou(he),v(do), + (PAST)],!,[]],[1,[+(DH)]] ,77,0.125)
fact([pron(I)],[+(yHm)],78,1.0)
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r u l e d ,  [v(am)] ,2, [+(PROG)]] , [l,[+(Hyor)] ,2] ,79,0.2) 
ruleCCl,[v(will)],2,[]],[1,[+(yAcAk)],2],80,1.0)
rule([Cpron(h.e),v(will)],!,[]],[1,C+(yAcAk)]3,81,0.16666666666666666)
rule([[pron(you),v(are)],1],[[],1,[+(ZHn)]],82,0.5)
fact([pron(you)],[+(ZHn)],83,1.0)
rule([[pron(you)],!],[!,[+(ZHn)]],84,1.0)
fact([pron2pl(you)],[+(ZHnHz)],85,1.0)
rule([Cpron2pl(you)],!],[!,C+(ZHnHz)]],86,1.0)
fact([pron(they)],C+(lAr)],87,1.0)
rule(C[pron(they)3,!],[!,[+(lAr)]],88,1.0)
rule([1,[v(are)],2,[+(PR0G)]],[1,[+(Hyor)],2],89,0.8)
rule([[pron(we),v(are)],1],[[],1,[+(yHz)]],90,0.3333333333333333)
rule([Cpron2pl(you),v(are)],1],C D ,1,[+(ZHnHz)]],91,1.0)
rule([Cpron(they),v(are)],1],[[],1,C+(lAr)]],92,0.5)
rule([[pron(he),v(do),+(PAST)],!,[]],[[],!,C+(DH)]],93,0.125)
ruleCCl,Cv(do),+(PAST)],2,[]],[1,2,C+(DH)]],94,1.0)
rule([[pron(he),v(will)],1,D ] ,CC],1,C+(yAcAk)]],95,0.16666666666666666)
rule(Cl,Cv(will)],2,[]],[1,2,C+(yAcAk)]3,96,1.0)
ruleCCl,Cv(do), + (PAST)],2,[]],[1,C+(DH)] ,2] ,97,1.0)
fact( [proud)] , [+(m)] ,98,1.0)
fact(Cpron(you)],C+(n)],99,1.0)
rule(CCpron(I)],1],[1,[+(m)]],100,1.0)
rule(CCpron(you)],!],[!,C+(n)]],101,1.0)
rule([[pron(I)],!],[[],!,C+(m)]],102,1.0)
rule([[propN(aySe)],1],CCaySe],1,[]],103,1.0)
rule(CCpropN(ali)],1],CCali],1,[]],104,1.0)
fact(Cpron(we)],C+(k)],105,1.0)
rule(CCpron(we)],1],[1,C+(k)]],106,1.0)
fact(Cpron(you)],C+(nHz)],107,1.0)
rule(CCpron(you)],!],[!,C+(uHz)]] ,108,1.0)
rule(CCpron(you)],1],[[],1,C+(n)]],109,1.0)
fact(Cpron(he),v(do),+(PAST)],[+(DH)],110,0.125)
rule([Cpron(he),v(do), + (PAST)],!],[!,C+(DH)]] ,111,0.125)
fact(Cv(do),+(PAST)],C+(DH)],112,1.0)
rule([Cpron(he),v(do),+(PAST)],!],[[],!,C+(DH)]],113,0.125) 
rule(CCpron(we)],1],[[],1,C+(k)]],114,1.0) 
rule(CCpron(you)],!],[[],1,C+(nHz)]],115,1.0) 
rule(CCpron(they)],1],[[],1,C+(lAr)]],116,1.0) 
ruleCCl,Cv(do),+(PAST)],2],Cl,2,C+(DH)]],117,1.0) 
rule(CCpron(I)],1],[1,C+(yHm)]],118,1.0)
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r u l e C C p r o n d ) ]  , 1 ]  , [ C ] , l > C + ( y H i n ) ] ]  , 1 1 9 , 1 . 0 )  
r u l e ( [ [ p r o n ( y o u ) ] , ! ] , [ [ ] , ! , [ + ( Z H n ) ] ] , 1 2 0 , 1 . 0 )  
r u l e ( [ [ p r o n ( w e ) ] , 1 ] , [ [ ] , 1 , [ + ( y H z ) ] ] , 1 2 1 , 1 . 0 )
T h e  n e x t  s t e p  i s  a s s i g n i n g  c o n f i d e n c e  f a c t o r s  t o  r u l e  c o r u b i n a t i o n s .  T h e  c o n f i d e n c e  f a c t o r s  
o f  t h e  r u l e  c o m b i n a t i o n s  a r e  d e n o t e d  a s :
r w ( [ R o o t , [ C h i l d r e n ] ] ,  C F ,  F l a g ) .
w h e r e  [ R o o t , [ C h i l d r e n ] ]  i s  a  t r e e  s t r u c t u r e  m e n t i o n e d  b e f o r e ,  R o o t  i s  t h e  r o o t  o f  t h e  t r e e ,  
a n d  C h i l d r e n  a r e  i t s  c h i l d r e n  a n d  C F  d e n o t e s  c o n f i d e n c e  f a c t o r ,  a n d  F l a g  d e n o t e s  w h e t h e r  
t h i s  c o n f i d e n c e  f a c t o r  i s  f o r  l e f t  t o  r i g h t  o r  r i g h t  t o  l e f t  t r a n s l a t i o n .  T h e n  t h e  s o m e  o f  t h e  
c o n f i d e n c e  f a c t o r s  f o r  r u l e  c o m b i n a t i o n s  a r e  o b t a i n e d  a s :
r w ( [ 1 3 9 , [ l ] ] , 1 . 0 , l r ) .
r w ( [ 1 3 9 , [ 2 5 ] ] , 0 . 4 1 4 2 1 3 5 6 2 3 7 3 0 9 5 1 , I r ) .
r w ( [ 1 3 9 , [ 3 4 ] ] , 0 . 4 1 4 2 1 3 5 6 2 3 7 3 0 9 5 1 , I r ) .
r w ( [ 1 4 8 , [ l l ] ] , 1 . 0 , l r ) .
r w ( [ 1 4 8 , [ 1 3 ] ] , 0 . 4 1 4 2 1 3 5 6 2 3 7 3 0 9 5 1 , I r ) .
r w ( [ 5 5 , [ 5 4 ] ] , 1 . 0 , l r ) .
r w ( [ 5 6 , [ 5 4 ] ] , 1 . 0 , l r ) .
r w ( [ 5 9 , [ 5 7 ] ] , 1 . 0 , l r ) .
r w ( [ 6 0 , [ 5 4 ] ] , 1 . 0 , l r ) .
r w ( [ 6 4 , [ 5 4 ] ] , 1 . 0 , l r ) .
r w ( [ 8 4 , [ 1 , 1 1 ] ] , 0 . 0 0 0 9 9 9 0 0 0 9 9 9 0 0 0 9 9 9 , I r ) .
r w ( [ 8 4 , [ 1 , 1 3 ] ] , 0 . 0 0 0 9 9 9 0 0 0 9 9 9 0 0 0 9 9 9 , I r ) .
r w ( [ 8 4 , [ 2 5 , l l ] ] , 0 . 5 , l r ) .
r w ( [ 8 4 , [ 2 5 , 1 3 ] ] , 0 . 3 0 9 0 1 6 9 9 4 3 7 4 9 4 7 4 , I r ) .
r w ( [ 8 4 , [ 3 4 , l l ] ] , 0 . 5 , l r ) .
r w ( [ 8 4 , [ 3 4 , 1 3 ] ] , 0 . 3 0 9 0 1 6 9 9 4 3 7 4 9 4 7 4 , I r ) .
r w ( [ 3 , [ 1 4 0 ] ] , 1 . 0 , l r ) .
r w ( [ 3 6 , [ 1 4 0 ] ] , 0 . 4 1 4 2 1 3 5 6 2 3 7 3 0 9 5 1 , I r ) .
r w ( [ 3 8 , [ 1 4 0 ] ] , 0 . 4 1 4 2 1 3 5 6 2 3 7 3 0 9 5 1 , I r ) .
r w ( [ 5 0 , [ 1 4 0 ] ] , 0 . 4 1 4 2 1 3 5 6 2 3 7 3 0 9 5 1 , I r ) .
r w ( [ 5 1 , [ 1 4 0 ] ] , 0 . 4 1 4 2 1 3 5 6 2 3 7 3 0 9 5 1 , I r ) .
r w ( [ 2 1 1 ] , 1 . 0 , l r ) .
r w ( [ 1 3 9 , [ 2 ] ] , 1 . 0 , l r ) .
r w ( [ 1 3 9 , [ 2 7 ] ] , 0 . 4 1 4 2 1 3 5 6 2 3 7 3 0 9 5 1 , I r ) .
r w ( [ 1 3 9 , [ 3 5 ] ] , 0 . 4 1 4 2 1 3 5 6 2 3 7 3 0 9 5 1 , I r ) .
r w ( [ 1 3 9 , [ 4 3 ] ] , 0 . 4 1 4 2 1 3 5 6 2 3 7 3 0 9 5 1 , I r ) .
r w ( [ 1 5 0 , [ 1 1 ] ] , 0 . 4 1 4 2 1 3 5 6 2 3 7 3 0 9 5 1 , I r ) .
r w ( [ 1 5 0 , [ 1 3 ] ] , 1 . 0 , l r ) .
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rw([59,[71]],1.0,lr). 
rw([69,[54]],1.0,lr). 
rw([70,[54]],1.0,lr). 
rw([73,[54]],1.0,lr). 
rw([75,[54]],1.0,lr).
rw([84,[2,11]],0.000999000999000999,Ir).
rw([84,[2,13]],0.000999000999000999,Ir).
rw([84,[27,11]],0.3090169943749474,Ir).
rw([84,[27,13]],0.5,lr).
rw([84,[35,11]],0.3090169943749474,Ir).
rw([84,[35,13]],0.5,lr).
rw([84,[43,11]],0.3090169943749474,Ir).
rw([84,[43,13]],0.5,lr).
rw([4,[140]],1.0,lr).
rw([28,[140]],0.4142135623730951,Ir).
rw([37,[140]],0.4142135623730951,Ir).
rw([44,[140]],0.4142135623730951,Ir).
rw([45,[140]],0.4142135623730951,Ir).
rw([47,[140]],0.4142135623730951,Ir).
rw([52,[140]],0.4142135623730951,Ir).
rw([233],1.0,lr).
rw([139,[29]],0.4142135623730951,Ir). 
rw([59,[94]],1,0,lr).
rw([84,[7,11]],0.000999000999000999,Ir). 
rw([84,[7,13]],0.000999000999000999,Ir). 
rw([84.[29,11]],0.3090169943749474,Ir). 
rw([84,[29,13]],0.3090169943749474,Ir). 
rw([92,[54]],1.0,lr). 
rw([48,[140]],0.4142135623730951,Ir). 
rw([232,[34]],0.000999000999000999,Ir). 
rw([148,[134]],0.4142135623730951,Ir). 
rw([148,[135]],0.4142135623730951,Ir). 
rw([148,[137]],0.4142135623730951,Ir). 
rw([148,[138]],0.4142135623730951,Ir). 
rw([164,[1,16]],0.3090169943749474,Ir). 
rw([164,[25,16]],0.3090169943749474,Ir). 
rw([164,[34,16]],0.000999000999000999,Ir), 
rw([84,[1,134]],0.3090169943749474,Ir). 
rw([84,[1,135]],0.3090169943749474,Ir). 
rw([84,[1,137]],0.3090169943749474,Ir).
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rw([84, [1,138]],0.3090169943749474,Ir).
rw(Cl27,[34,54]],0.000999000999000999,Ir) ,
rw([132,[1,54]],0.4142135623730951,Ir).
rw([132,[25,54]],0.4142135623730951,lr).
rw([132,[34,54]],1.0,lr).
rw([150,[134]],0.5,lr).
rw([150,[135]],0.4142135623730951,Ir).
rw([150,[137]],0.4142135623730951,Ir).
rw([84,[43,134]],0.5,lr).
rw([84, [43,135]],0.3090169943749474,Ir).
rw([84, [43,137]],0.3090169943749474,Ir).
rw([84,[43,138]],0.3090169943749474,Ir).
rw([84,[71,16]],0.3090169943749474,Ir).
rw([174,[54]],1.0,lr).
rw([195,[54]],1.0,lr).
rw([166,[49]],0.5,lr).
rw([207,[18]],0.000999000999000999,Ir).
rw([209,[18]],1.0,lr).
rw([65,[54]],1.0,lr).
rw([84,[18,12]],0.5,lr).
rw([84,[18,14]],0.5,lr).
rw([84,[18,17]],1.0,lr).
rw([84,[18,49]],0.5,lr).
rw([118,[54]],1.0,lr).
rw([20,[208]],1.0,Ir).
rw([24,[18,54]],1.0,lr).
rw([26,[18,54]],0.000999000999000999,Ir).
rw([33,[18,54]],1.0,lr).
rw([39,[208]],1.0,Ir).
rw([219],1.0,lr).
rw([169,[12]],0.5,lr).
rw([169,[14]],0.5,lr).
rw([169,[17]],1.0,lr).
rw([169,[49]],0.5,lr).
rw([207,[19]],0.000999000999000999,Ir).
rw([209,[19]],1.0,lr).
rw([66,[54]],1.0,lr).
rw([84,[19,12]],0.5,lr).
rw([84,[19,14]],0.5,lr).
rw([84,[19,17]],1.0,lr).
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rw([84,[19,49]],0.5,lr).
rw([119,[54]],1.0,lr).
rw(C21,[208]],1.0,lr).
rw(C24,[19,54]],1.0,lr).
rw([26,[19,54]],0.000999000999000999,Ir)
rw([33,[19,54]],1.0,lr).
rw([40,[208]],1.0,lr).
rw([220],1.0,lr).
rw([200,[12]],0.4142135623730951,Ir).
rw([217,[28]],1.0,rl).
rw([217,[30]],0.3333333333333333,rl).
rw([217,[32]],0.5,rl).
rw([218,[28]],0.4142135623730951,rl).
rw([218,[30]],0.5,rl).
rw([218,[32]],1.0,rl).
rw([153,[36,28]],1.0,rl).
rw([153,[36,30]],0.3333333333333333,rl).
rw([153,[36,32]],0.5,rl).
rw([153,[48,28]],0.5,rl).
rw([153,[48,30]],0.25,rl).
rw([153,[48,32]],0.3333333333333333,rl).
rw([157,[36,28]],0.4142135623730951,rl).
rw([157,[36,30]],0.5,rl).
rw([157,[36,32]],1.0,rl).
rw([157,[48,28]],1.0,rl).
rw([157,[48,30]],0.3333333333333333,rl).
rw([157,[48,32]],0.5,rl).
rw([159,[123]],0.5,rl).
rw([159,[124]],1.0,rl).
rw([160,[123]],0.5,rl).
rw([134,[5]],0.4142135623730951,rl).
rw([134,[51]],1.0,rl).
rw([134,[71]],0.4142135623730951,rl).
rw([84,[224]],0.4142135623730951,rl).
rw([89,[65,123]],0.3333333333333333,rl).
rw([89,[65,124]],0.5,rl).
rw([89,[83,123]],0.5,rl).
rw ( [89, [83,124] ] , 1.0, rl).
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rw([79,[73,123]],0.3333333333333333,rl).
rw([79,[73,124]],0.5,rl).
rw([79,[85,123]],0.3090169943749474,rl).
rw([79,[85,124]],0.4142135623730951,rl).
rw([86,[210]],0.3090169943749474,rl).
rw([86,[220]],0.4142135623730951,rl).
rw([217,[112]],0.5,rl).
rw([218,[29]],0.4142135623730951,rl).
rw([218,[110]],0.5,rl).
rw([218,[112]],1.0,rl).
rw([227,[36]],1.0,rl).
rw([227,[48]],0.5,rl).
rw([153,[36,29]],1.0,rl).
rw([153,[36,110]],0.3333333333333333,rl).
rw([153,[36,112]],0.5,rl).
rw([153,[48,29]],0.5,rl).
rw([153,[48,110]],0.25,rl).
rw([153,[48,112]],0.3333333333333333,rl).
rw([157,[36,29]],0.4142135623730951,rl).
rw([157,[36,110]],0.5,rl).
rw([157,[36,112]],1.0,rl).
rw([157,[48,29]],1.0,rl).
rw([157,[48,110]],0.3333333333333333,rl).
rw([157,[48,112]],0.5,rl).
rw([163,[123]],0.5,rl).
rw([163,[124]],1.0,rl).
rw([190, [123]],0.5,rl).
rw([190,[124]],1.0,rl).
rw([38,[211]],0.5,rl).
rw([38,[226]],1.0,rl).
rw([44,[36,123]],0.000999000999000999,rl).
rw([44,[36,124]],0.4142135623730951,rl).
rw([44,[48,123]],0.5,rl).
rw([44,[48,124]],1.0,rl).
rw([70,[211]],0.3333333333333333,rl).
rw([70,[226]],0.5,rl).
rw([94,[36,123]],0.5,rl).
rw([94,[36,124]],1.0,rl).
rw([94,[48,123]],0.3333333333333333,rl).
rw([94,[48,124]],0.5,rl).
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rw([104,[211]],0.5,rl).
rw([104,[226]],1.0,rl).
rw([117,[36,123]],0.5,rl).
rw([117,[36,124]],1.0,rl).
rw([117,[48,123]],0.3333333333333333,rl),
rw([117,[48,124]],0.5,rl).
rw([244],1.0,rl).
rw([225,[105]],1.0,rl).
rw([122, [191]],0.5,rl).
rw([122,[194]],0.3090169943749474,rl).
rw([132,[191]],0.5,rl).
rw([132,[194]],0.4142135623730951,rl).
rw([134,[191]],1.0,rl).
rw([134,[194]],0.4142135623730951,rl).
rw([144,[191]],0.5,rl).
rw([144,[194]],0.4142135623730951,rl).
rw([145,[191]],0.000999000999000999,rl).
rw([145,[194]],0.3090169943749474,rl).
rw([146,[191]],0.5,rl).
rw([146,[194]],0.4142135623730951,rl).
rw([164,[123]],0.5,rl).
rw([164,[124]],1.0,rl).
rw([175,[123]],0.5,rl).
rw([175,[124]],1.0,rl).
rw([192,[123]],0.5,rl).
rw([192,[124]] ,1.0,rl).
rw([193,[123]],0.5,rl).
rw([193,[124]],1.0,rl).
rw([196,[191]],0.5,rl).
rw([196,[194]],1.0,rl).
rw([97,[105,123]],0.5,rl).
rw([97,[105,124]],1.0,rl).
rw([106,[211]],0.5,rl).
rw([106,[226]],1.0,rl).
rw([114,[211]] ,0.5,rl).
rw([114,[226]],1.0,rl).
rw([245],1.0,rl).
rw([225,[107]],1.0,rl).
rw([122,[197]],0.5,rl).
rw([122,[199]],0.3090169943749474,rl).
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rw(Cl32,[197]],0.5,rl).
rw([132,[199]],0.4142135623730951,rl).
rw([134,[197]],1.0,rl).
rw([134,[199]],0.4142135623730951,rl).
rw([144,[197]],0.5,rl).
rw([144,[199]],1.0,rl).
rw([145,[197]],0.000999000999000999,rl).
rw([145, [199]],0.3090169943749474,rl).
rw([146,[197]],0.5,rl).
rw([146,[199]],0.4142135623730951,rl).
rw([165,[123]],0.5,rl).
rw([165,[124]],1.0,rl).
rw([176,[123]],0.5,rl).
rw([176,[124]],1.0,rl).
rw([196,[197]],0.5,rl).
rw([196,[199]],0.4142135623730951,rl).
rw([198,[123]],0.5,rl).
rw([198,[124]],1.0,rl).
rw([200,[123]],0.5,rl).
rw([200,[124]],1.0,rl).
rw([97,[107,123]],0.5,rl).
rw([97,[107,124]],1.0,rl).
rw([108,[211]],0.5,rl).
rw([108,[226]],1.0,rl).
rw([115,[211]],0.5,rl).
rw([115,[226]],1.0,rl).
rw([246],1.0,rl).
rw([225,[75]],0.5,rl).
rw([225,[87]],1.0,rl).
rw([122,[201]],0.5,rl).
rw([132,[201]],0.5,rl).
rw([134, [201]],1.0,rl).
rw([144,[201]],0.5,rl).
rw([145, [201]],0.000999000999000999,rl).
rw( [146,[201]],0.5,rl).
rw([145,[133]],0.3333333333333333,rl).
rw([145,[143]],0.3090169943749474,rl).
rw([146,[133]],0.5,rl).
rw([146,[143]],0.4142135623730951,rl).
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After learning the required templates and assigning confideiice factors to them, translation 
process is straightforward. The following is a typical example where confidence factor assign­
ment method outperforms the ordering according to the terminal method. Assume that the 
input sentence is gelmezsin (you do not come). The lexical level representation is gel-hmA-i-zsHn 
and the translation results by using confidence factors are:
l==>you do not come with probability: 1.0 
Rules used:[25, [124]]
2==>you do not come with probability: 1.0 
Rules used:[205]
3==>you do not come with probability: 1.0 
Rules used:[122,[2]]
4==>you do not come with probability: 1.0 
Rules used:[134, [22]]
5==>you do not come with probability: 1.0 
Rules used:[144, [24]]
6==>you do not come with probability: 1.0 
Rules used:[4, [123]]
7==>you do not come with probability: 1.0 
Rules used:[20,[124]]
8==>you do not come with probability: 1.0 
Rules used:[21,[124]]
9==>you do not come with probability: 1.0 
Rules used:[23, [124]]
10==>you do do not come with probability: 0.5 
Rules used:[122,[22]]
11==>I you do not come with probability: 0.5 
Rules used:[132, [22]]
12==>you you do not come with probability: 0.5 
Rules used:[144, [22]]
13==>he you do not come with probability: 0.5 
Rules used:[146, [22]]
14==>we you do not come with probability: 0.5 
Rules used:[196,[22]]
15==>you do do not come with probability: 0.5 
Rules used:[20, [123]]
16==>you do do not come with probability: 0.5 
Rules used:[21,[123]]
17==>you do do not come with probability: 0.5 
Rules used:[23, [123]]
18==>you do do not come with probability: 0.5
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Rules used:[25, [123]]
19==>I do not come with probability: 0.4142135623730951 
Rules used:[132, [24]]
20==>you not come with probability: 0.4142135623730951 
Rules used:[134,[2]]
21==>do not come with probability: 0.4142135623730951 
Rules used:[134,[24]]
22==>you you not come with probability: 0.4142135623730951 
Rules used:[144, [2]]
23==>he do not come with probability: 0.4142135623730951 
Rules used:[146, [24]]
24==>we do not come with probability: 0.4142135623730951 
Rules used:[196,[24]]
25==>you not come with probability: 0.4142135623730951 
Rules used:[4,[124]]
26==>do do not come with probability: 0.3090169943749474 
Rules used:[122, [24]]
27==>I you not come with probability: 0.3090169943749474 
Rules used:[132, [2]]28==>he do do not come with probability: 0.3090169943749474 
Rules used:[145, [24]]
29==>he you not come with probability: 0.3090169943749474 
Rules used:[146, [2]]
30==>we you not come with probability: 0.3090169943749474 
Rules used: [196, [2]]
31==>he do you not come with probability: 0.000999000999000999 
Rules used:[145,[2]]
32==>he do you do not come with probability: 0.000999000999000999 
Rules used:[145, [22]]
The order of the outputs change when confidence factors are not used:
l==>you do do not come with probability: 0.5 
Rules used:[25, [123]]
2==>you do not come with probability: 1.0 
Rules used:[23, [124]]
3==>you do do not come with probability: 0.5 
Rules used:[23, [123]]
4==>you do not come with probability: 1.0 
Rules used: [21, [124]]
5==>you do do not come with probability: 0.5 
Rules used:[21,[123]]
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6==>you do not come with probability: 1.0 
Rules used:[20, [124]]
7==>you do do not come with probability: 0.5 
Rules used:[20, [123]]
8==>you not come with probability: 0.4142135623730951 
Rules used:[4,[124]]
9==>you do not come with probability: 1.0 
Rules used:[4, [123]]
10==>we do not come with probability: 0.4142135623730951 
Rules used:[196,[24]]
ll==>we you do not come with probability: 0.5 
Rules used:[196, [22]]
12==>we you not come with probability: 0.3090169943749474 
Rules used:[196,[2]]
13==>he do not come with probability: 0.4142135623730951 
Rules used:[146,[24]]
14==>he you do not come with probability: 0.5 
Rules used:[146,[22]]
15==>he you not come with probability: 0.3090169943749474 
Rules used:[146,[2]]
16==>he do do not come with probability: 0.3090169943749474 
Rules used:[145,[24]]
17==>he do you do not come with probability: 0.000999000999000999 
Rules used:[145,[22]]
18==>he do you not come with probability: 0.000999000999000999 
Rules used:[145, [2]]
19==>you do not come with probability: 1.0 
Rules used:[144,[24]]
20==>you you do not come with probability: 0.5 
Rules used:[144,[22]]
21==>you you not come with probability: 0.4142135623730951 
Rules used:[144, [2]]
22==>do not come with probability: 0.4142135623730951 
Rules used:[134, [24]]
23==>you do not come with probability: 1.0 
Rules used:[134,[22]]
24==>you not come with probability: 0.4142135623730951 
Rules used:[134, [2]]
25==>I do not come with probability: 0.4142135623730951 
Rules used:[132, [24]]
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26==>I you do not come with probability: 0.5 
Rules used:[132, [22]]
27==>I you not come with probability: 0.3090169943749474 
Rules used:[132,[2]]
28==>do do not come with probability: 0.3090169943749474 
Rules used:[122, [24]]
29==>you do do not come with probability: 0.5 
Rules used: [122, [22]]
30==>you do not come with probability: 1.0 
Rules used:[122, [2]]
31==>you do not come with probability: 1.0 
Rules used:[205]
32==>you do not come with probability: 1.0 
Rules used:[25, [124]]
Ti'anslation of gelinez (he does not come  ^ gel+mA+z) exhibits a similar behaviour as shown
below:
l==>he does not come with probability: 1.0 
Rules used:[34,[124]]
2==>does not come with probability: 1.0 
Rules used:[214]
3==>he does not come with probability: 1.0 
Rules used:[134, [30]]
4==>he does not come with probability: 1.0 
Rules used:[145, [28]]
5==>he does not come with probability: 1.0 
Rules used:[146,[32]]
6==>he does not come with probability: 1.0 
Rules used:[26,[124]]
7==>he does not come with probability: 1.0 
Rules used:[27,[124]]
8==>he does not come with probability: 1.0 
Rules used:[31, [124]]
9==>he does do not come with probability: 0.5 
Rules used:[122,[30]]
10==>I he does not come with probability: 0.5 
Rules used:[132, [30]]
ll==>you he does not come with probability: 0.5 
Rules used:[144,[30]]
12==>he do does not come with probability: 0.5
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Rules used:[145, [32]]
13==>he he does not come with probability: 0.5 
Rules used:[146, [30]]
14==>we he does not come with probability: 0.5 
Rules used:[196, [30]]
15==>he does do not come with probability: 0.5 
Rules used:[26, [123]]
16==>he does do not come with probability: 0.5 
Rules used:[27, [123]]
17==>he does do not come with probability: 0.5 
Rules used:[31, [123]]
18==>he does do not come with probability: 0.5 
Rules used:[34, [123]]
19==>I does not come with probability: 0.4142135623730951 
Rules used: [132, [32]]
20==>does not come with probability: 0.4142135623730951 
Rules used:[134, [32]]
21==>you does not come with probability: 0.4142135623730951 
Rules used:[144, [32]]
wrong answer with probability: 0.4142135623730951 
Rules used for wrong answer:[146,[28]]
22==>we does not come with probability: 0.4142135623730951 
Rules used:[196, [32]]
23==>he does not come with probability: 0.3333333333333333 
Rules used: [206]
24==>he do he does not come with probability: 0.3333333333333333 
Rules used:[145,[30]]
25==>does do not come with probability: 0.3090169943749474 
Rules used:[122, [32]]
wrong answer with probability: 0.2612038749637414 
Rules used for wrong answer:[132, [28]] 
wrong answer with probability: 0.2612038749637414 
Rules used for wrong answer:[134, [28]] 
wrong answer with probability: 0.2612038749637414 
Rules used for wrong answer:[144, [28]] 
wrong ainswer with probability: 0.2612038749637414 
Rules used for wrong answer:[196,[28]] 
wrong answer with probability: 0.000999000999000999 
Rules used for wrong answer:[122, [28]]
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are the translations by using confidence factors, and translations without confidence factors 
are:
l==>he does do not come with probability: 0.5 
Rules used:[34, [123]]
2==>he does not come with probability: 1.0 
Rules used:[31,[124]]
3==>he does do not come with probability: 0.5 
Rules used:[31, [123]]
4==>he does not come with probability: 1.0 
Rules used:[27,[124]]
5==>he does do not come with probability: 0.5 
Rules used:[27, [123]]
6==>he does not come with probability: 1.0 
Rules used:[26, [124]]
7==>he does do not come with probability: 0.5 
Rules used:[26, [123]]
8==>we does not come with probability: 0.4142135623730951 
Rules used:[196, [32]]
9==>we he does not come with probability: 0.5 
Rules used:[196, [30]]
wrong answer with probability: 0.2612038749637414 
Rules used for wrong answer:[196, [28]]
10==>he does not come with probability: 1.0 
Rules used:[146, [32]]
ll==>he he does not come with probability: 0.5 
Rules used:[146, [30]]
wrong answer with probability: 0.4142135623730951 
Rules used for wrong answer:[146,[28]]
12==>he do does not come with probability: 0.5 
Rules used:[145, [32]]
13==>he do he does not come with probability: 0.3333333333333333 
Rules used:[145,[30]]
14==>he does not come with probability: 1.0 
Rules used:[145,[28]]
15==>you does not come with probability: 0.4142135623730951 
Rules used:[144, [32]]
16==>you he does not come with probability: 0.5 
Rules used:[144,[30]]
wrong answer with probability: 0.2612038749637414 
Rules used for wrong answer:[144,[28]]
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17==>does not come with probability: 0.4142135623730951 
Rules used:[134,[32]]
18==>he does not come with probability: 1.0 
Rules used:[134, [30]]
wrong answer with probability: 0.2612038749637414 
Rules used for wrong answer:[134,[28]]
19==>I does not come with probability: 0.4142135623730951 
Rules used:[132,[32]]
20==>I he does not come with probability: 0.5 
Rules used:[132,[30]]
wrong answer with probability: 0.2612038749637414 
Rules used for wrong answer:[132,[28]]
21==>does do not come with probability: 0.3090169943749474 
Rules used:[122,[32]]
22==>he does do not come with probability: 0.5 
Rules used:[122, [30]]
wrong answer with probability: 0.000999000999000999 
Rules used for wrong answer: [122, [28]]
23==>does not come with probability: 1.0 
Rules used:[214]
24==>he does not come with probability: 0.3333333333333333 
Rules used:[206]
25==>he does not come with probability: 1.0 
Rules used:[34,[124]]
are the results without using confidence factors.
The input sentence I  will not come reflects the effect of confidence factors in a sig 
way. The results by using confidence factors are:
ok21==>gelmeyeceGim with probability: 1.0 
Rules used:[51,[208]]
2==>gelmeyeceGim with probability: 1.0 
Rules used:[215]
3==>gelmeyeceGim with probability: 1.0 
Rules used:[148,[12]]
4==>gelmeyeceGim with probability: 1.0 
Rules used:[207, [25]]
5==>gelmeyeceGim with probability: 1.0 
Rules used:[59,[72]]
6==>gelmeyeceGim with probability: 1.0 
Rules used:[74,[54]]
ant
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7==>gelmeyeceGim with probability: 1.0 
Rules used:[80, [54]]
8==>gelmeyeceGim with probability: 1.0 
Rules used:[122,[54]]
9==>gelmeyeceGim with probability: 1.0 
Rules used:[128,[54]]
10==>gelmeyeceGim with probability: 1.0 
Rules used:[26,[25,54]]
ll==>gelmeyeceGim with probability: 1.0 
Rules used:[50, [208]]
12==> gelmeyeceGim with probability: 0.5 
Rules used:[84, [1,12]]
13==>m gelmeyeceGim with probability: 0.5 
Rules used:[84,[34,12]]
14==>gelmeyeceksin with probability: 0.4142135623730951 
Rules used:[148, [14]]
15==>gelmeyecek with probability: 0.4142135623730951 
Rules used:[148, [17]]
16==>gelmeyeceGiz with probability: 0.4142135623730951 
Rules used:[148,[49]]
17==>gelmeyeceGim with probability: 0.4142135623730951 
Rules used:[207, [1]]
18==>gelmeyecekm with probability: 0.4142135623730951 
Rules used:[207, [34]]
19==>gelmeyeceGim with probability: 0.4142135623730951 
Rules used:[3,[208]]
20==>gelmeyeceGim with probability: 0.4142135623730951 
Rules used:[26, [1,54]]
21==>gelmeyecekm with probability: 0.4142135623730951 
Rules used:[26,[34,54]]
22==>gelmeyecekm with probability: 0.4142135623730951 
Rules used:[36, [208]]
23==>gelmeyecekm with probability: 0.4142135623730951 
Rules used:[38, [208]]
24==> gelmeyecek with probability: 0.3090169943749474 
Rules used:[209,[1]]
25==>m gelmeyecek with probability: 0.3090169943749474 
Rules used:[209, [34]]
26==> gelmeyeceksin with probability: 0.3090169943749474 
Rules used:[84,[1,14]]
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27==> gelmeyecek with probability: 0.3090169943749474 
Rules used:[84,[1,17]]
28==> gelmeyeceGiz with probability: 0.3090169943749474 
Rules used:[84, [1,49]]
29==>m gelmeyeceksin with probability: 0.3090169943749474 
Rules used: [84, [34,14]]
30==>m gelmeyecek with probability: 0.3090169943749474 
Rules used:[84,[34,17]] 31==>m gelmeyeceGiz with probability: 0.3090169943749474 
Rules used:[84, [34,49]]
32==> gelmeyecek with probability: 0.3090169943749474 
Rules used:[24, [1,54]]
33==>m gelmeyecek with probability: 0.3090169943749474 
Rules used:[24, [34,54]]
34==> gelmeyecek with probability: 0.3090169943749474 
Rules used:[33, [1,54]]
35==>m gelmeyecek with probability: 0.3090169943749474 
Rules used:[33,[34,54]]
36==> gelmeyecek with probability: 0.000999000999000999 
Rules used: [209, [25]]
3 7==> gelmeyeceGim with probability: 0.000999000999000999 
Rules used:[84, [25,12]]
38==> gelmeyeceksin with probability: 0.000999000999000999 
Rules used:[84,[25,14]]
39==> gelmeyecek with probability: 0.000999000999000999 
Rules used:[84, [25,17]]
40==> gelmeyeceGiz with probability: 0.000999000999000999 
Rules used:[84, [25,49]]
41==> gelmeyecek with probability: 0.000999000999000999 
Rules used:[24,[25,54]]
42==> gelmeyecek with probability: 0.000999000999000999 
Rules used:[33,[25,54]]
The results without confidence factors are:
l==>gelmeyeceGim with probability: 1.0 
Rules used:[50,[208]]
2==>gelmeyecekm with probability: 0.4142135623730951 
Rules used:[38, [208]]
3==>gelmeyecekm with probability: 0.4142135623730951 
Rules used:[36, [208]]
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4==>m gelmeyecek with probability: 0.3090169943749474 
Rules used:[33,[34,54]]
5==> gelmeyecek with probability: 0.000999000999000999 
Rules used:[33,[25,54]]
6==> gelmeyecek with probability: 0.3090169943749474 
Rules used:[33,[1,54]]
7=z=>gelmeyecekm with probability: 0.4142135623730951 
Rules used:[26, [34,54]]
8==>gelmeyeceGim with probability: 1.0 
Rules used:[26,[25,54]]
9==>gelmeyeceGim with probability: 0.4142135623730951 
Rules used:[26,[1,54]]
10==>m gelmeyecek with probability: 0.3090169943749474 
Rules used:[24,[34,54]]
11==> gelmeyecek with probability: 0.000999000999000999 
Rules used:[24, [25,54]]
12==> gelmeyecek with probability: 0.3090169943749474 
Rules used:[24, [1,54]]
13==>gelmeyeceGim with probability: 0.4142135623730951 
Rules used: [3, [208]]
14==>gelmeyeceGim with probability: 1.0 
Rules used:[128,[54]]
15==>gelmeyeceGim with probability: 1.0 
Rules used:[122, [54]]
16==>m gelmeyeceGiz with probability: 0.3090169943749474 
Rules used:[84,[34,49]]
17==>m gelmeyecek with probability: 0.3090169943749474 
Rules used:[84,[34,17]]
18==>m gelmeyeceksin with probability: 0.3090169943749474 
Rules used:[84, [34,14]]
19==>m gelmeyeceGim with probability: 0.5 
Rules used:[84, [34,12]]
20==> gelmeyeceGiz with probability: 0.000999000999000999 
Rules used:[84, [25,49]]
21==> gelmeyecek with probability: 0.000999000999000999 
Rules used:[84,[25,17]]
22==> gelmeyeceksin with probability: 0.000999000999000999 
Rules used:[84, [25,14]]
23==> gelmeyeceGim with probability: 0.000999000999000999 
Rules used:[84, [25,12]]
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24==> gelmeyeceGiz with probability: 0.3090169943749474 
Rules used:[84,[1,49]]
25==> gelmeyecek with probability: 0.3090169943749474 
Rules used: [84, [1,17]]
26==> gelmeyeceksin with probability: 0.3090169943749474 
Rules used:[84, [1,14]]
27==> gelmeyeceGim with probability: 0.5 
Rules used: [84, [1,12]]
28==>gelmeyeceGim with probability: 1.0 
Rules used:[80, [54]]
29==>gelmeyeceGim with probability: 1.0 
Rules used:[74,[54]]
30==>gelmeyeceGim with probability: 1.0 
Rules used:[59,[72]]31==>m gelmeyecek with probability: 0.3090169943749474 
Rules used:[209, [34]]
32==> gelmeyecek with probability: 0.000999000999000999 
Rules used:[209, [25]]
33==> gelmeyecek with probability: 0.3090169943749474 
Rules used:[209, [1]]
34==>gelmeyecekm with probability: 0.4142135623730951 
Rules used:[207, [34]]
35==>gelmeyeceGim with probability: 1.0 
Rules used:[207, [25]]
36==>gelmeyeceGim with probability: 0.4142135623730951 
Rules used:[207, [1]]
37==>gelmeyeceGiz with probability: 0.4142135623730951 
Rules used:[148, [49]]
38==>gelmeyecek with probability: 0.4142135623730951 
Rules used:[148,[17]]
39==>geimeyeceksin with probability: 0.4142135623730951 
Rules used:[148, [14]]
40==>gelmeyeceGim with probability: 1.0 
Rules used:[148, [12]]
41==>gelmeyeceGim with probability: 1.0 
Rules used: [215]
42==>gelmeyeceGim with probability: 1.0 
Rules used:[51, [208]]
Although, the number of correct translation remains the same for translations that use or 
does not use confidence factors, the translation results of the above examples indicate that the 
correct translations are more probable in the to]) results when we used the confidence factors.
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In most cases, translation by using confidence factors outperforms the translation without 
confidence factors.
